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Welcome by
Sebastian Kurz
Itroductury Note by the Austrian Minister for Europe,
Integration and Foreign Aﬀairs for the 2017 Free
Market Road Show.
The European integration continues to be the biggest
contribution to peace and economic prosperity on our
continent. In recent years, though, Europe has been faced
with many challenges politically as well as economically.
To successfully live up to these challenges we need to
increase the confidence of people in the European project
and improve again our competitiveness in order to achieve
stronger economic growth and combat unemployment.
Therefore, attracting businesses and creating jobs remain
top priorities.
In this context it is key to further promote entrepreneurship
and secure a strong manufacturing base combined with a
high-performing service sector. Europe and Austria have
to do more to facilitate the starting of new businesses
and the development of innovative ideas. In doing so, we
have to strike a balance in Europe between necessary
regulations and economic freedom for entrepreneurship.
Free markets are not only a prerequisite for maintaining
prosperity and high living standards but they are also an
essential contribution to a sustainable social cohesion.
It is important to keep this in mind especially in times of
growing threats to our security and stability.
The challenges lying ahead can only be managed working
together. We therefore have to focus on a Europe that is
able to achieve results and deliver in priority areas such as
security and economic growth.
I wish you all interesting and fruitful discussions at the
“Free Market Road Show” 2017.

Sebastian Kurz
Federal Minister of Europe, Integration and Foreign Aﬀairs
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Presentation
Note by Commissioner Johannes Hahn for the Free
Market Roadshow 2017
2017 will mark the 60th anniversary of the Treaties of
Rome as well as the birth moment of a European Union
at 27. Despite the numerous political economic and
social challenges in and around Europe 2017 will be an
opportunity to reflect thoroughly and extensively about
the future of Europe, what people expect, what Europe is
able to deliver and which role the European Union should
play in a globalised world. In all this, it is important to recall
that free and open societies and markets are simply more
successful than closed ones and I am glad that the Free
Market Road Show 2017 will contribute to raise public
awareness about this fact.
For me free markets not only means enhancing economic
governance, strengthening fiscal stability and supporting
structural reforms for improved competitiveness, inclusive
growth and social development, which are keys to boost
a country’s economy it means also to bring down barriers
and prejudices in minds, strengthening good governance
and democracy as a whole. Thus free markets contribute
to stability in and around Europe.
I am confident that the Free Marked Roadshow 2017 oﬀers
a relevant forum to spread and discuss the numerous
advantages and possible improvements linked to the
future European Internal Market and the importance of
free and open markets for the world.

Dr. Johannes Hahn
European Commissioner for European Neighbourhood Policy
& Enlargement Negotiations
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Lessons Learned
This year’s novelties due to lessons learned from last year
and the expansion of support:
Generous partners supported the Free Market Road
Show in diﬀerent ways. Thanks to Global Philantropic
Trust, Krieble Foundation, ACRE, Competitive Enterprise
Institute, American Taxpayers Association, Money Week,
the Geopolitical Information Services, Friedrich Naumann
Stiftung für die Freiheit, World Taxpayers Association,
Students For Liberty, and all those local institutions,
universities, diplomats and freedom loving individuals, the
FMRS 2017 visited new cities, brought a variety of books,
presented additional information and involved even more
top thinkers.
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Blagoevgrad: the innovative workshops during this FMRS
stop especially designed for students worked very well.
The American University in Bulgaria is a new partner
and the cooperation was great. After the FMRS, Andrew
Bernstein held a lecture on Capitalism a couple of weeks
after our event under the auspices of FMRS. (see Bernstein
p 102) We will start a whole series of those lectures next
year.
Santiago de Compostella: 1st visit to this Spanish city and
definitely not the last. There is a think tank in Santiago led
by Miguel Angel Bastos that is very committed to promote
our ideas. Attendance was huge, comprised mostly of
young people.
Gijon: in this event we teamed up with Club de los Viernes
which is a new and very active grassroots institution. Since
they are present in the whole of Spanish peninsula, it is
very likely that our next FMRS cooperation will be in a
diﬀerent city, given that Gijon is a very small city.
Reykjavik: is the city farthest North of this years’ tour. The
visit to Reykjavik was definitely an experiment. We can
mention that there is a very strong group of young people
under the leadership of Magnus Gunnarson and also that
some key members of the current government consider
themselves libertarians. That is the case of Guðlaugur Þór
Þórðarson, Secretary of Foreign Aﬀairs, who gave a key
note speech.
Zürich: first time partnership with the Liberales Institut
and with the Royal family of Liechtenstein and their think
tanks. The conference was held in German. The format
was slightly adapted to an evening conference with a
long time for Q&A followed by a cocktail where people
continued to engage and debate.
Larisa: cooperation with the local vice major, Business
people who for the first time acted at speakers and
promoted the conference among their clients, helping us
to reach out to completely new audiences.

9 new FMRS stops:
- Gran Canaria: we teamed up again with the Instituto
Atlantico, who organized the event in Tenerife last year.
The Instituto again did a perfect job in organizing the
venue, attracting public attention and engaging local
thought leaders. The results were also very positive. The
highlight of the event was the presence of José Manuel
Soria, a former Spanish minister. On the Canary islands,
there is definitive interest in our message. We should
come back next year!
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Yerevan: we are convinced that Armenia, like most of the
countries in the region, is in need of Free Market policies.
However, the local presence of Free Market supporters is
still very weak. We will have to seriously consider if under
the current circumstances activities in Yerevan constitute
an eﬃcient use of our resources.
Lviv: thanks to the generous support of the Krieble
Foundation we could turn a second conference in Ukraine
and were able to coordinate with the Austrian-Ukrainian
Society. The local university immediately followed our
suggestion to cooperate with the local Chamber of
Commerce and local business people were added to the
panels with the academics. The conference was closed by
a special Mises lecture given that Lviv is the birth place of
Ludwig von Mises. As a bonus for the international guests
we had a sight seeing tour visiting the old university and
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Mises’ birth place as well as important buildings of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire.
The Ayn Rand Institute sent books to five cities and had
book tables there.
Book tables and materials from Liberty Fund were
presented in cities with a large student audience, to make
them acquainted with this wonderful program.
European Students for Liberty provided materials in
almost every city.
AEC Senior Research Fellow, Federico Fernandez, shared
his Free Market Diaries for the 3rd year, stressing the
highlights of each conference as well as taking a humorous
look to the “tour de force”.
A film team was traveling with the speakers to six cities:
Madrid, Sevilla, Podgorica, Thessaloniki, Kiev, Lviv. The
material will result in a series of short videos, interviews,
and extracts for Social Media, the FMRS website, etc.
“Views from Vienna”, the combined Newsletter of the
Austrian Economics Center and the Friedrich A. v. Hayek
Institute, informed about the outcome of the FMRS events
and linked to additional articles which were posted by
FMRS partners all over the globe.
In Greece we formed new partnerships with enterprises
(Remax) and are looking forward to continue these
partnerships next year.
In addition to that, we formed a new partnership with the
US Chamber of Commerce and their IP department.
The side meeting for all local organizers, the briefing
meeting in early December 2016, created a strong sense
of community among the local organizers and partners
and helped participants to understand the bigger picture
and goals that we want to achieve with the FMRS.
The bar for the 2017 FMRS was - once again - set high since
the 2016 edition was extraordinary and the 2017 edition
had registered the highest turnout ever. That is why we
are so satisfied that this year’s edition gathered again
more than ten thousand attendees. It also renovates our
commitment to keep the event growing and improving.
In each and every city we have visited during this years’
tour the debate was diﬀerent. That is because we
always have the connotation and the connection to the
respective country. What people see, what they feel - it’s
about themselves, the individuals who think and act. It’s
not about big society and government. It is important
that individuals keep in mind that they are responsible for
their actions, because they are shaping the future.
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Director’s Report
We are proud to present the 10th Annual Free Market
Road Show.
We, the Austrian Economics Center want to thank over 100
leading think tanks and universities across Europe and the
Caucasus, and international partners such as the Global
Philanthropic Trust, Krieble Foundation, Competitive
Enterprise Institute, Americans for Tax Reform, World
Taxpayers Associations, Friedrich Naumann Foundation
for Freedom, European Students for Liberty, and the F.
A. v. Hayek Institut for their engagement in liberty and
the Road Show. Together, we have organized a fantastic
tour from March 16th to May 23rd through 45 capitals in
Europe and Caucasus – from Iceland to Montenegro, from
Spain to the Ukraine.
We are living in interesting times. Europe and the rest of
the world are definitely going through one of the most
interesting periods of political upheaval since the fall of the
Berlin wall. We now live in an era where the unthinkable
happens, repeatedly.
In this anniversary year, the topic of the Free Market Road
Show were two historic events, both unexpected and far
reaching: the election of Donald Trump to be the 45th
president of the United States and the decision of Great
Britain to leave the European Union. The FMRS London
took place on the same day (March, 20th) as Article 50
was triggered and the oﬃcial depeche was delivered to
Brussels!
What consequences do these two events have on Europe?
Over the pond, Donald Trump’s victory in the Presidential
election was an unpredictable ‘black swan’ event with
key parallels in terms of the political context and media
response to his candidacy. Deemed to be impossible
until the very day of the election, some people now see
President Trump’s victory as a further step towards a
global populist uprising against the elites. Is this schism
here to last? Are large sections of society in the developed
world revolting against traditional political parties, the
media, and the establishment? These were the questions
our speakers from the US discussed.
What will happen to Great Britain and the EU once they
are separated? Europe’s political elite as a whole was
convinced that so-called ‘Brexit’ could not happen. In
Brussels, most people mocked Brexit supporters and
portrayed them as being on the political fringe. In the
media, those who ventured that Brexit might actually
become a reality also predicted that economic mayhem
would follow. Needless to say, both the elites and the
media have since had to eat their words.
The 2017 FMRS focused on the consequences these
developments may bring to free trade and free movement
of people. Moreover, we discussed whether we are
6

witnessing a popular uprising against political elites. In a
year with elections in major European countries, this topic
is particularly relevant. Nonetheless, Britain’s withdrawal
from the EU leaves many questions unanswered. Will the
United Kingdom become a more dynamic, open, and freer
economy after Brexit? Or will demagoguery and economic
interventionism prevail?
In the Balkan countries we additionally focused on
corruption and how to best fight it, whereas in the
Caucasus regions we covered the current regional
tensions, focus on how economic freedom, the rule of
law and protection of property rights provides options for
improvements.
Besides these two political topics, this year’s Free Market
Road Show focused on Intellectual Property Rights. We
invited specialists from all over the world to present the
pros and cons of strict IP rights. On the one hand patents
secure investment, fuel innovation, create jobs, on the
other hand, opposing voices claim that stronger IP rights
would form a monopoly which is against free trade. This
controversial topic caused lively discussions between
audience and speakers.
On April, 26th, in the middle of our tour, we celebrated
the World Intellectual Property Day. World IP Day is an
opportunity to embrace what is uniquely human: constant
innovation, reinvention, and curiosity.
The 2017 Free Market Road Show brought together
leading business people, outstanding scholars and
students, opinion leaders, policy experts, elected oﬃcials,
diplomats, and other interested parties from across
Europe to discuss these topics.

Dr. Barbara Kolm
Founder and Director Free Market Road Show
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INTRODUCTION

10 Years Free Market
Road Show

Numbers of the Free
Market Road Show

This year we celebrate the 10th anniversary of our Free
Market Road Show.
When the road show started, back in 2008, there were
only four cities involved. The tour was invented to bring
together key decision makers, entrepreneurs, top
journalists, outstanding international speakers, leading
scholars, elected oﬃcials, diplomats, brilliant students
and other interested parties to debate current hot topics.
Soon, requests were received for additional stops for
the Free Market Road Show. In 2017 international top
speakers and local experts came together in 45 cities,
in every corner of Europe, in the Caucasus, from Gran
Canaria in the West to Yerewan in the East.
For the past ten years the Free Market Road Show has
expanded and grown in every conceivable way. Each year
more countries participate and the road show takes place
for a longer period of time. But most importantly, every
year a broader audience is impacted in countries where
the events take place also due to ever growing media
outreach.
The Free Market Road Show is also the point of reference
for the European Free Market Movement in terms of
networking and exchange of ideas. Each FMRS stop
provides the perfect environment for synergy, new
perspectives, original research projects and innovation.
Along the Road Show several additional events take
place to support students or to strengthen international
relations and cooperation among Free Market Institutions.
With Brexit and several important elections to be held
this year, Europe is currently at a critical point in its
development and policy decisions that are made now
greatly aﬀect its future. A candid dialogue about the
free market system and the dangers of interventionism
just like migration, education and assimilation is not only
timely, but also essential for the future of Europe and the
entire world.

2008

4 cities

2009

8 cities

2010

11 cities

2011

16 cities

2012

12 cities

2013

26 cities

2014

30 cities

2015

35 cities

2016

45 cities

2017

45 cities

The FMRS articulates a robust message in favour of
sound economic policies, liberalisation, decentralisation,
protection of property rights, and individual freedom.
Philosophically, the FMRS identifies itself with the main
tenets of the Austrian School of Economics but its
approach includes other traditions such as Public Choice,
the Chicago School, Supply Side Economics and all the
trends within Classical Liberalism.
The Free Market Road Show targets speakers specialised in
the fields of economics, business, geopolitics and science.
Conferences generally have three panels that consist of
one keynote speaker and up to five panel members and
are moderated by journalists.
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We thank our local partners for
providing the photos in this report.
AECR; Ignasi Bolto, Gabriel C.,
Federico
Fernández,
Efstratios
Kapetanas, Barbara Kolm, Vanja Lisac,
HENRIS KUKA PHOTOGRAPHY, Pablo
Nogales; Nastia Maksimova, Johannes
Maruschzik, Milan Petrovic, Victoria
Schmid, Zdravko Yonchev;

Lively discussion in Thessaloniki
Coﬀee Break in Lviv

Dinner in Warsaw
Dinner in Lviv

Speech in Kyiv
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45 Cities - 11 weeks
March 16th – Prague

March 27th – Paris

April 21st - Tirana

May 10th – Larisa

March 20th – Chișinău

March 28th – Brussels

April 21st – Podgorica

May 11th – Athens

March 20th – Gran

March 28th – Amsterdam

April 24th – Berlin

May 12th – Nicosia

Canaria

March 29th – London

April 24th – Ljubljana

May 15th – Tbilisi

March 21st – Iași

March 29th - Dublin

April 25th – Zagreb

May 17th – Yerevan

March 22nd – Bucharest

March 30th – Copenhagen

April 26th – Zurich

May 17th – Batumi

March 22nd – Madrid

March 31st – Stockholm

April 26th – Belgrade

May 18th – Kiev

March 23rd – Blagoevgrad

April 1st – Reykjavik

April 27th – Vienna

May 19th – Lviv

March 23rd – Seville

April 18th – Tuzla

April 27th – Budapest

May 20th – Vilnius

March 24th – Santiago de

April 19th – Skopie

April 28th – Bratislava

May 22nd – Warsaw

Compostella

April 19th – Sarajevo

May 8th – Komotini

May 23rd – Munich

March 25th – Gijon

April 20th – Pristina

May 9th – Thessaloniki
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PRAGUE

Prague
March 16th
Vysoka Skola Ekonomicka
nám. Winstona Churchilla 1938/4
Praha,130 67 Czech Republic
Program
15:00 – 15:15

Registration

15:15 – 15:30

Opening and Welcome
Marcela Žárová (Vysoká Škola Ekonomická)
Federico Fernandez (Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
15:30 – 16:25

Moderator: Lukaš Kovanda (Chief Economist, Cyrrus)
Keynote speaker: John Chisholm (John Chisholm Ventures)
Panelists:
Dominik Stroukal (Ludwig von Mises Institute for Czech Republic
and Slovakia)
Radovan Durana (Institute of Economic and Social Studies
(INESS), Slovakia)
Kateřina Zychová (Verdi Capital)
Weston Stacey (American Chamber of Commerce, Czech
Republic)

16:25 – 16:45

Coﬀee Break
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RECAP:
The Prague event could not have been a better first step
for this year’s Road Show. Our new local partners of
CERGE EI Foundation made a fantastic job and a packed
house was the sample of their great success. The panels
themselves were also a clear example of what to expect
from a Road Show event.
The event was kick started by a panel on free trade
comprised by John Chisholm, Radovan Durana, Dominic
Stroukal, Katerina Zychova, and Weston Stacey.
John Chisholm, a regular FMRS speaker, launched a full
assault on protectionism using the coolest cellphone as
example. He said: “Few industries, if any, can rely on inputs
for only one country. The iPhone is a perfect example of
this. It has 766 suppliers in 28 diﬀerent countries. It would
be impossible to make the iPhone in any single country.”
Radovan Durana, the chief economic analyst of INESS,
explained the situation of the steel industry in his
home country — Slovakia. According to Durana, when
international prices of steel fell, the national industry
threatened politicians with massive layoﬀs. Politicians,
in turn, went crying to the European Commission. And
Brussels finally “discovered” that the problem was
Chinese dumping and applied tariﬀs. Did anybody think
of the consumer? Of course not. Weston Stacey, from the
American Chamber, wondered whether the era of free
trade is over. According to him, the Trump administration
doesn’t yet have a position on free trade. What is more,
they even have empty desks in their oﬃces. Policy, it
seems, is still in the making.

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
16:45 – 17:40

Moderator: Marc Ellenbogen (Prague Society, Global Panel
Foundation)
Keynote speaker: Matt Kibbe (Free the People)

The second panel entitled “Troubled times in a divided
world” featured Matt Kibbe, Enrique Fonseca, and Nikita
Poljakov.

Panelists:
Enrique Fonseca (VisualPolitik)
Nikita Poljakov (Hospodářské Noviny)

17:40 – 18:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Liberty and Security in the Digital Age
18:00 – 18:50

Panelists

Matt Kibbe opened it. He complained about the asymmetry
between the political and all the rest. He claimed that
“when you go to politics it feels that you’re shopping in
Caracas: there are only two options. In the rest, we have
plenty.” Enrique Fonseca, youtuber from Visual Politik,
explained that “both Trump and Marx applied the same
play-book. They oﬀered solutions and people to blame.”

Jiří Schneider (Executive Director, Aspen Institute Central Europe)
Pavol Luptak (Paralelní Polis)
Andřej Kiska (Credo Ventures)
Erik Sorensen (Prague Society)
Representative of Czech National Security Authority

18:50 – 19:00

Closing Remarks
Randall Filer (CERGE-EI Foundation, Hunter College (City
University of New York))
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Last but definitely not least we had a third panel on liberty
and security in the digital age. Jiří Schneider, Pavol Luptak,
Andřej Kiska, and Erik Sorensen were the speakers
discussing the tension between liberty and security.
Andřej Kiska tried to raise awareness on the issue of
security. He told that people are going to take their cybersecurity very seriously in the near future. Automatization,
self-driving, and smart houses - to mention a few
examples - could become real threats if they are hacked.
Finally, Pavol Luptak bluntly said that the biggest threat to
online security is the government. He detailed how both
the Czech and Slovak government use malware to spy on
their citizens.
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PRAGUE

Quotations:
“Few industries, if any, can rely on inputs for only one
country. The iPhone is a perfect example of this. It has 766
suppliers in 28 diﬀerent countries. It would be impossible
to make the iPhone in any single country.” (John Chisholm)
“Both Trump and Marx applied the same playbook. They
oﬀered solutions and people to blame.” (Enrique Fonseca)

Lukaš Kovanda, John Chisholm, Dominik Stroukal, Radovan Durana, Kateřina Zychová, Weston Stacey
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CHIȘINĂU

Chișinău
March 20th
ASEM
Strada Mitropolit Gavriil Bănulescu-Bodoni 61
Chișinău, 2005, Republic Of Moldova
Program
9:30 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:30

Opening and Welcome
Grigore Belostecinic (Rector ASEM)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
10:30 – 11:45

Moderator: Denis Cenusa (Associated Expert, Expert Grup
NGO)
Keynote speaker: Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
Lucia Usurelu (GEN Moldova NGO, Entranse Project Technical
Assistance Project)
George Teodorescu (Regional Director Moldova, Romania,
Ukraine Mixbook Start-Up)
Wolfgang Lerke (Moldovan-German Business Association)
Questions & Answers

11:45 – 12:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
12:15 – 13:30

Moderator: Marina Lita (Vice-President GEN Moldova)
Keynote speaker: Andrew Bernstein (Ayn Rand Institute)
Panelists:
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RECAP:
We had the pleasure today to hold the Free Market
Roadshow in Chisinau, Moldova for the third time. During
both panels scheduled today, a diverse group of speakers
expressed how Moldova should position itself in this ever
shifting multi faceted world. In front of a crowd of over
200 students, the day began with an opening speech
from Grigore Belostecinic, the rector of the Academy
of Economic Studies of Moldova, painting Moldova as
a nation needing profound structural change if it is to
succeed, with the young people in the room taking the
biggest part in this transformation.
The first panel, headlined by lawyer George Teodorescu
and entrepreneur Lucia Usurelu, emphasized the
necessity of a country like Moldova to lower its trade
tariﬀs and embrace free trade in order to eﬀectively grow
economically. However, it was highlighted that, despite
the obvious benefits, free trade can have its downsides;
both in the medium run with the traumatic eﬀects of the
new international division of labor, and in the short run
exemplified by bad investment decisions such as the
300$ million dollar lost by Mitsubishi in the purchase and
sale of the Rockefeller Center during the Nippon Phobia
in the early 1980s, when Japan was portrayed as taking
over the United States’ business ventures. This sentiment
today is long forgotten, however was seen back then as
an imminent threat to American interests. Following this
panel discussion, two well prepared and enthusiastic
young students of the ASEM gave a presentation of
liberalism in Moldova, arguing that the country must grow
closer to Europe rather than to Russia, both economically
and socially, as it is still an immature democracy that misutilises its resources, emphasizing the profound schism
between the homo-sovieticus and homo-economicus,
which is at the root of the emergence of the monster that
is oligarchic rule. Despite the shortcomings, both were
optimistic Moldova would succeed in morphing its civil
society, and grow as an integrated member of Europe.

Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Petru Macovei (Association of Indepent Press from Moldova)
Questions & Answers

Conclusion and remarks
13:30 – 14:00

17:00 – 18:00
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Coﬀee Break and Networking

After the coﬀee break, shortened due to a lengthy yet
fascinating Q&A with the students, the second panel
revolved around how Moldova should position itself despite
the rise of populism in the West and an expansionist Russia
in the east, with interventions from professor Andrew
Bernstein, Daniel Kaddik from the Friedrich Naumann
foundation, and Petru Macovei from the Association
of Independent press of Moldova. Beginning with an
introduction to Capitalism and Liberalism, and how these
terms came about, the panel focused on the struggles
Moldova is facing, both internally and externally. The
latter springs from the growing economic uncertainty in
the EU following the Brexit vote, as well as the decreasing
support from the EU. This decreasing support was said to
have followed the recent rapprochement of Moldova with
Russia, accentuated by the narrowing of the diversity in
the press, now mostly composing of misinformative proRussian news outlets. The panel unanimously agreed that
to regain informational plurality, personal involvement
was necessary, especially from the students present in
the room.
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Marina Lita, Andrew Bernstein, Daniel Kaddik, Petru
Macovei
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GRAN CANARIA

Gran Canaria
March 20th
Cámara de Comercio de Gran Canaria
León y Castillo, 24
Las Palmas de GC, 35003 Spain
Program
16:00 – 16:15

Registration

16:15 – 16:30

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- El auge del proteccionismo en el siglo xxi
16:30 – 17:30

Moderator: Bernardo Sagastume (I. Atlántico)
Panelists:
José Manuel Soria (Ex-Ministro de Industria)
Agustín Manrique de Lara (Confederación Canaria de
Empresarios)
María Blanco (Universidad CEU-San Pablo – CMT Group)

17:30 – 18:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Economía colaborativa
18:00 – 19:00

Moderator: Gonzalo Melián (Centro de Estudios Superiores
OMMA)
Panelists:
Jacques Bulchand Gidumal (ULPGC)
Ron Manners (Mannwest Group)
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Miguel Jorge Blanco (Diputado autonómico)

19:00 – 19:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Emprendimiento educativo
19:15 – 20:30

Moderator: Bernardo Sagastume (I. Atlántico)
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RECAP:
The FMRS came back to the Canary Islands. Partnering
once again with the Instituto Atlántico we visited Gran
Canaria this time. The main topics of the event were trade
issues and education.
María Blanco opened the panel clearly stating that
“protectionism does not protect anybody.” The Spanish
intellectual continued that instead “protectionism makes
us poorer.” She also highlighted that it was in the Canary
Islands where medical and health tourism was invented.
But all that changed because of protectionism and trade
barriers.
The local businessman Agustín Manrique de Lara
lamented that the “Canary Island have long known
what free trade is but we have also accommodated to
protectionism.” His talk gave the perfect opening for the
former minister Juan Manuel Soria. Mr. Soria opened up
his speech by making clear that free trade has always
been important for the Canary Islands since the 15th
century. Moreover, according to Mr. Soria “the debates
over free trade in the 19th century were not an issue in
the Islands.” This is because free trade was fully accepted.
However, in 1986 – when Spain entered the European
Economic Community – things started to change. Mr.
Soria also referred to the last G 20 Summit that took
place in Baden-Baden (Germany) during March 2017. He
deplored the fact that due to the pressure of the United
States representative, the traditional pledge for free trade
was dropped from the final document. According to the
former minister, “this is by far the worst signal that the
Trump administration has sent so far.” He explained that
“when Ronald Reagan got into oﬃce there were also fear
and anxiety.” Nonetheless, unlike his predecessor, “Mr.
Trump seems to be confirming those fears.” Mr. Soria
closed his remarks emphasizing that free trade has more
to do with imports than exports. “Free trade,” he said, “is
deeply related with the freedom to choose of each and
every citizen.”

Panelists
John Chisholm (MIT Alumni Association)
Gonzalo Melián (Centro de Estudios Superiores OMMA)
Gabriel Corujo (Diputado autonómico, PSOE)
Isaac Godoy (Coalición Canaria)

20:30 – 20:35

Closing Remarks
Antonio Salazar (I. Atlántico)

María Blanco Local speaker Gonzalo Melián left many
interesting concepts regarding education in his home
country. He claimed that the main task of universities
should be to “mold people for the new world that is
coming.” He mentioned that, for instance, “working forty
years for the same company will not happen anymore.”
However, he is worried that the Spanish regulatory
framework is too tight and does not allow for the necessary
changes in education. “When we see the most important
companies in education today, companies like Coursera,
for example… Can we start here companies like that given
the regulations that exist in Spain?”
Finally, Gabriel Corujo, politician and business owner,
stressed on the importance of financial education. He
said that the most important role of education is to foster
critical thinking. He closed his statement celebrating
a forum like the FMRS. “I am a center left politician and
meetings like this allows us all to realize that we have
many things in common.”

14
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GRAN CANARIA

Quotations:
“Our schools are creating financial illiterate people.”
(Gabriel Corujo)
“Protectionism does not protect anybody.” (María
Blanco)

Bernardo Sagastume, Gabriel Corujo, Isaac Godoy,
John Chisholm, Gonzalo Melián
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IAȘI

Iași
March 9th
Aula Magna ”Mihai Eminescu”
Bulevardul Carol I 11
Iași, 700000 Romania
Program
10:00 – 10:15

Registration

10:15 – 10:25

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center)
Rector of Alexandru Ioan Cuza University

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
10:25 11:50

Keynote speaker: Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
Lorenzo Montanari (Property Rights Alliance (PRA))
Marius Alexa (Entrepreneur, economist)
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RECAP:
For the second event of the week in the Eastern Europe
tour, the FMRS was taken to Iasi, Romania, in front of a
packed room, with enthusiastic students queuing outside
the auditorium to acquire a seat. As opening remarks,
Raluca Munteanu, an alumni of the university working
for United Business Center, a key partner of this event,
showed how, in practice, students from this university
could indeed have a lasting impact on Romania and help
it grow.
In the light of the 60-year anniversary of the treaty
of Rome, Marius Alexa pointed out that, despite the
dissatisfaction and criticism of local entrepreneurs, the
EU has brought about an extended period of growth
and peace, although troubled times might be ahead with
Brexit. He coupled this with a powerful defense of the
individual and the entrepreneur as the main drivers of
prosperity. He was followed by Vasile Isan, with a dense
discourse on the aftershocks of failed trade policy. He
provided the numbers on trade agreements that Barbara
Kolm referred to in her talk as „managed trade“, which is
still not the optimal solution from a libertarian standpoint.
She claimed that would be unilateral free trade and
explained the academic arguments about this.

Vasile Ișan (Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iaşi)

11:50 – 12:20

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
12:20 – 13:50

Keynote speaker: Andrew Bernstein (Ayn Rand Institute)
Panelists:
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Lucian Dîrdală (Journalist, professor of political science)

For his second stop on the road show, Andrew Bernstein
decided to adopt a much more controversial exposition
to key concepts, arguing that lack of property rights
is equivalent to having no right to one’s life, rooting his
argument in the work of Ayn Rand. The final two panelists
proved to present complimentary topics, with Ilie Farte
denouncing oppression of the majority rule citing Brexit
as an example, and Lucian Dirdala highlighting the
importance of a political community to move forward.

Gheorghe-Ilie Fârte (Department of Communication Sciences
and Public Relations, Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iaşi)

13:50 – 14:00
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Closing Remarks

United Business Center, in order to incite audience
participation, oﬀered a prize for the best Q&A question,
to be chosen by Mrs. Kolm. The eﬀects of this incentive
were fast observable, with a plethora of questions coming
from the audience after each panel, on a wide variety of
issues, such as the limitations of trade, and the potential
consequences of the United States’ morphing foreign
policy. However, the winner was a young student of the
university who asked about the possible eﬀects of Bitcoin
and cryptocurrency on the current banking system and
policy.
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Andrew Bernstein

IAȘI

Daniel Kaddik
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BUCHAREST

Bucharest
March 22nd
Murray Rothbard Centre at the Romanian American University
Bulevardul Expoziției 1B
Bucharest, 012101 Romania
Program
14:00 – 14:20

Entry, Registration, and Welcome Coﬀee

14:20 – 14:30

Opening and Welcome
Ovidiu Folcuț (Rector, Romanian-American University)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
14:30 – 15:20

Chair: Florin Bonciu (Institute for World Economy and
Romanian-American University)
Keynote speaker: Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
Octavian Jora (Bucharest University of Economic Studies)
Octavian Bădescu (Entrepreneur, founder of Sameday Courier)
Cristian Păun (Bucharest University of Economic Studies)

15:20 – 16:00

Questions & Answers

16:00 – 16:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
16:30 – 17:20

Chair: Lucian Botea (Romanian-American University)
Keynote speaker: Andrew Bernstein (Ayn Rand Institute)
Panelists:
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Radu Mușetescu (Bucharest University of Economic Studies)
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Recap:
The FMRS was brought to Romania, for the second time
this tour, at the Romanian-American University, in partner
with the Murray Rothbard center of political economy and
business, the Institutul de Economie Mondiala, and the
Institutul Republican. The event saw some of the fiercest
debates we have seen so far on the roadshow; both
between the speakers and between the audience and the
speakers.
Subsequent to an introduction and welcome from the
rector of the university Ovidiu Folcut, the first panelist,
Octavian Bădescu, took the bull by the horns and
tackled the issue of the major economic reconfiguration
we are observing today. He denounced the aggressive
expansion of statism and pseudo-free-trade around the
world, from the point of view of an entrepreneur, citing
as example the emerging intervention of the Romanian
government on the last frontier: startups. Indeed, the
Romanian government has started giving out subsidies to
any entrepreneur willing to start a business. Mr.Bădescu
argued that “free money” for new business in Romania is
contrarian to free-market values, as it artificially eliminates
risk, promotes ineﬃciency, all while hurting the real
entrepreneurs who take the risk into their own hands. This
discourse was followed by Cristian Păun, who evaluated
the feasibility of a liberal project for the UK after Brexit,
highlighting the complexity of the matter, and the many
variables that come into play. Finally, Octavian Jora tackled
the topic of the appeal of Trumpism, focusing on trade
and borders. He pointed out that according to the doxa
(or popular belief), free trade requires supranationalism,
whereas we actually need multiculturalism, and posed the
fundamental question of at which level should decisions
on borders be made.

Dragoș Pîslaru (GEA Consulting, former Labour Minister) (TBC)
17:20 – 18:00

Questions & Answers

Panel 3 – A Major Geopolitical Reconfiguration? Economic Implications for Romania
18:00 – 20:00

Moderator: Radu Simandan (Republican Institute and
Politehnica University)
Panelists:
Florin Citu (Member of Parliament)
Dumitru Miron (Bucharest University of Economic Studies)
Lucian Botea (Romanian-American University)
Claudiu Nasui (Member of Parliament)
Valentin Ionescu (former Privatization Minister)
Costea Munteanu (Bucharest University of Economic Studies)
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After the short coﬀee break, the fresh set of panelists
addressed the troubled times we face today. Most notably,
Radu Mușetescu shared his rejection of global pessimism
regarding the state of the state of the world, though
conceded that a nuclear-like incident has happened in
the political sphere, consequence of Brexit and Trump’s
victory in particular. However, the highlight of the
afternoon panels was the intense back and forths during
the Q&A sessions and the coﬀee breaks. For instance, a
brave student of the university confronted the panelists
on the limitations of capitalism, insisting that population
of a country are happier, prosperous, better educated,
and have better healthcare in a mixed economy. Naturally,
this led to a plethora of comments from the panelists and
other members of the audience, both defending and
dismantling the young man’s arguments.
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Quotations:
“The best money to start a business is always other
people’s money.” (Octavian Bădescu)
“The ideal degree of free trade is how much each and
everyone is willing to accept.” (Octavian Jora)
“We are told the world is getting worse, but facts suggest
otherwise.” (Daniel Kaddik)
“We perpetrate the myth that we are building something
unsinkable with central planning.” (Radu Mușetescu)
Barbara Kolm, Dragoș Pîslaru, Lucian Botea, Radu
Mușetescu, Daniel Kaddik, Andrew Bernstein
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MADRID

Madrid
March 22nd
Fundación Rafael del Pino
Calle Rafael Calvo 39
Madrid, 28010 Spain
Program
16:00 – 16:30

Registration

16:30 – 16:40

Opening and Welcome
Representative of Fundación Rafael del Pino
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- ¿Estamos ante el fin del libre comercio? 30 años de progreso global
16:40 – 17:40

Moderator: John Müller (Deputy director of El Español)
Keynote speaker: Juan Ramón Rallo (Instituto Juan de Mariana)
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Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited the Spanish capital
– Madrid. More than four hundred people packed the
venue and listened to great speakers.
The event was kickstarted by Juan Ramón Rallo – the
academic director of Instituto Juan de Mariana. Rallo
made a strong defense of the process of globalization.
According to the Spanish economist, “left-wing populism
plays the card of inequality, right-wing populism plays the
card of immigration. Both criticize globalization in their
own way.” Rallo believes this criticism is not only wrong
but also dangerous. “We have to defend globalization,”
he said and explained that it “benefits the creation of
human capital.” Rallo mentioned specific achievements
of globalization. For instance, he said that child mortality
is decreasing. What is more, the poor people from Third
World countries are the ones who improve faster. He
concluded that “if we want the poor to live better, we have
to embrace globalization.”

Panelists:
Ron Manners (Mannwest Group, Australia)
John Chisholm (John Chisholm Ventures)
Diego Sánchez de la Cruz (Economic analyst)
Domingo Soriano (Economic journalist, Libertad Digital)
17:40 – 17:50

Questions & Answers

Panel 2 – Tiempos difíciles en una sociedad polarizada – El populismo liberal
17:50 – 18:50

Moderator: María Blanco (Universidad CEU-San Pablo, CMT

The panel that followed continued reflecting on
globalization. John Chisholm, a successful entrepreneur
from the Silicon Valley and author of “Unleash Your Inner
Company”, expressed that he is an optimist. “We may be
going through a de-globalization phase, but the benefits
of free trade will be rediscovered. The same with things
like bitcoin. If bitcoin does not make it, something else will
make it as a cyber-currency.”

Group)
Keynote speaker: Carlos Rodríguez Braun (Universidad
Complutense)
Panelists:
Gloria Álvarez (Politologist, television and radio host)
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Adrián Rodríguez (Philosopher)

Afterwards, Ron Manners, a legend of the Australian mining
industry, asserted that “there are losers but they are not
due to globalization. Globalization allows us all to use the
best techniques and technologies. Politics is broken, that
is why there are losers. In Spain the government steals
43% of the people’s money.”

Enrique Couto (of VisualPolitik)
18:50 – 19:00

Questions & Answers

19:00 – 19:20

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – La burocracia contra la prosperidad: del “rule of law” al laberinto
regulatorio
19:20 – 20:20

Moderator: Francisco Capella (Science and Ethics, Instituto
Juan de Mariana)
Keynote speaker: Gonzalo Melián (Centro de Estudios
Superiores OMMA, IE University)
Panelists:
Jaime Rodríguez de Santiago (BlablaCar for Spain and Portugal)
Andrea Martos Esteban (B.Sc. Biochemistry with specialization in
Pharmaceutical Design and Engineering)
Sara Rodríguez (Sharing España)
Adrià Pérez Martí (Economist, of La Travesía School)

20:20 – 20:30

Questions & Answers

20:30 – 20:40

Closing Remarks
Juan Ramón Rallo (Director of Instituto Juan de Mariana)
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Domingo Soriano, a local Spanish journalist, said that
most of the problems that are attributed to globalization
are in fact “due to the rigidities of our economic systems.”
In favor of innovation Gonzalo Melián gave a keynote
on the topic of innovation. He started explaining that
“there is an establishment that is absolutely against any
innovation.” However, the Spanish architect believes that
“disruptive innovations are what is coming, and these
innovations will change everything.”
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Quotations:
“We have to defend globalization, [it] benefits the
creation of human capital.” (Juan Ramón Rallo)
“We may be going through a de-globalization phase,
but the benefits of free trade will be rediscovered. The
same with things like bitcoin. If bitcoin does not make it,
something else will make it as a cyber-currency.” (John
Chisholm)
“there is an establishment that is absolutely against
any innovation. [But] disruptive innovations are what is
coming, and these innovations will change everything.”
(Gonzalo Melián)
Registration and Merchandise

Juan Ramón Rallo, John Müller, Ron Manners,
Domingo Soriano, John Chisholm, Diego Sánchez de la
Cruz

Maria Blanco, Gloria Álvarez, Federico Fernández,
Adrían Rodríguez, Enrique Couto
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BLAGOEVGRAD

Blagoevgrad
March 23rd
American University in Bulgaria (AUBG), America for
Bulgaria Student Center, Room 6306
Skaptopara Campus, Blagoevgrad, 2700 Bulgaria
Program
12:00 – 12:30

Entry, Registration, and Welcome Coﬀee

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
12:30 – 13:45

Moderator: Vesselin Dimitrov (Freelance journalist)
Panelists:
Barbara Kolm (Austrian Economics Center and Hayek Institut)
Georgy Ganev (Economic Research at the Centre for Liberal
Strategies and Sofia University)
Yasen Georgiev (Executive Director, Economic Policy Institute)
Questions & Answers

13:45 – 14:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
14:15 – 15:30

Moderator: Lucian Botea (Romanian-American University)
Panelists:
Andrew Bernstein (Ayn Rand Institute)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Ruzha Smilova (Centre for Liberal Strategies and Sofia University)
Questions & Answers

15:30 – 15:45

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Your opinion is important to us!
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15:45 – 17:00

Open Space

17:00 – 18:00

Coctail
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Recap:
The first full week of the roadshow has come to a close in
the city of Blagoevgrad, a university town south of Sofia.
The event was held of the American University of Bulgaria,
the school where Andrew Bernstein currently teaches,
with an equal mixture of students both from AUBG and
from Sofia.
To discuss the issue of globally shifting stances on trade,
Yasen Georgiev used the example of the United States,
by first highlighting the hypocrisy at hand: why is Trump
bashing Mexico yet sparing Canada, despite the fact that
both are part of NAFTA? He argued that rather than making
individual nations great again through protectionism, we
should rather focus on making free trade great again,
as he pointed out that there are unseen consequences
stemming from protectionism, a phenomenon denounced
in Frederic Bastiat’s famous essay: “Ce que l’on voit, et ce
que l’on ne voit pas” (“What is seen, and what is not seen”).
Barbara Kolm complemented this argument in her talk,
pleading for unilateral free trade, such as what was seen
in Estonia subsequent to the fall of the Soviet Union, which
lead to tremendous growth and development. Further,
she argued that, in the end, protectionism is nothing
more than protecting the producer at the expense of the
consumer, thus harming the nation as a whole.
Georgy Ganev provided answers to the numerous
questions by the students In the Q&A session; the
students addressed the issue Bulgaria’s current trade
position, where they were curious about the influence
Turkey and Russia exerted respectively.
Discussing the populist streams around the world in the
second panel, Ruzha Smilova expressed that she uses
the term “sovereignism” rather than populism because
it identified the root of the movement more clearly.
Moreover, she clarified why sovereignism has only become
a real threat now, despite the fact that we have maintained
the same system of government for decades now: liberal
democracy, which she defined as a homogenous blend
of popular vote, rule of law, and individual rights. While
sovereignists portray the elites as detached selfinterested
cosmopolites, she defended the values of meritocracy
over equality, praising the dual ex-ante/ex-post advantage
of the vertical social structure. To bridge the elites and the
people, Mrs. Smilova proclaimed that elites must reject
succumbing to the vices of power.
The main sequence of the Blagoevgrad stop was, however,
the final panel in which the students were the main drivers
of the discussion. Four students submitted an issue to
discuss: the potential negative consequences of the freemarket, how to counter identity politics, the proposal of
a “two-speed Europe”, and the role of the media in the
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rise of 21st century populism. The remaining students
chose their favorite issue to discuss and were given thirty
minutes to investigate and debate. Once time was up, the
four initial students presented the solutions found during
the dialogue. The level of discussion was exceptionally
high, which demonstrated that this special third panel was
a success.

Quotations:
“The consumer is the one who is punished in the end
when you put protectionism into practice.” (Barbara Kolm)

Daniel Kaddik

“The previous decades of prosperity came from
innovation, not the government telling us what to do and
not do.” (Barbara Kolm)
“We know, as libertarians, that free trade agreements
are not the optimum.” (Barbara Kolm)
“We have to ask ourselves: do we really need Brussels to
make this whole system work?” (Barbara Kolm)
“People who make false claims should be labelled as
ignorant, not populists” (Barbara Kolm)
“Everything in economics stems from the final consumer,
producers are secondary.” (Georgy Ganev)
“There has been a failure to identify the growing resilience
towards free-trade and migration” (Daniel Kaddik)
“In the EU, there has been integration for integration’s
sake.” (Daniel Kaddik)
“Elites should begin to recognize that they owe their
position to not only themselves.” (Ruzha Smilova)

Georgy Ganev, Barbara Kolm, Vesselin Dimitrov, Yasen
Georgiev
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SEVILLE

Seville
March 23rd
Escuela de Organización Industrial
C/ Leonardo da Vinci 12, Isla de la Cartuja
Seville, 41092 Spain
Program
16:00 – 16:30

Registration

16:30 – 16:45

Opening and Welcome
Francisco Velasco (EOI Andalucía)
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Fernando Nogales (Coordinator, Circulo Liberal Bastiat)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
16:45 – 17:45

Moderator: Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Keynote speaker: John Chisholm (John Chisholm Ventures)
Luis Torras (Institute Mises Barcelona, China Chair)
Panelists:
Juan Castañeda (Expert in Monetary Policy and Central Banks)

17:35 – 17:45

Questions & Answers

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
17:45 – 18:45

Moderator: Fernando Nogales (Circulo Liberal Bastiat in Sevilla)
Keynote speaker: Gloria Álvarez (Politologist, television host
and Guatemalan radio broadcaster)
Panelists:
Enrique Fonseca (Youtube Visual Politik channel)
Carlos Morilla (Journalist and General Manager of ESradio)

18:45 – 19:00

Questions & Answers

19:00 – 19:10

Coﬀee Break

19:10 – 19:20

SFL-Presentation

Panel 3 – How does the State interfere in the economic and social development?
19:20 – 20:20

Moderator: Fernando Nogales (Circulo Liberal Bastiat in Sevilla)
Keynote speaker: Asis Timermans (consultant, university
teacher and journalist)
Panelists:
Edgar Morilla (Businessman, bodybuilder and sports coach)
Almudena Negro (Journalist specialized in digital communication
and associationism)
Andrea Martos (Biochemist and Researcher at the University of
Denmark)

20:10 – 20:20

Questions & Answers

20:30 – 20:40

Closing Remarks
Gloria Álvarez (Politologist, television host)
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Recap:
Against the state - Two Spanish journalists, Almudena
Negro and Asís Timermans, were in full assault mode
against the state. Mr. Timermans, a political analyst, tried
to clarify certain areas where debate is no longer possible
due to the actions of the state. In education, for instance,
“we cannot choose,” he said and continued, “the state has
made us forget that the educational contents are frozen.”
Almudena Negro, of La Gaceta newspaper bashed the
state referring firstly to the supranational EU. “At the
European Parliament,” she told the audience, “they
debate how many minutes a coﬀee maker can be on. This
is ridiculous.”
Mind & Body - For Ms. Martos there is no classical liberal
model for science. This is because classical liberalism is
not an ideology. “I do not want to favor a liberal model
for science – science is about method,” she said. Unlike
liberals, communists used to have their own model for
science. “The USSR developed a Soviet model for science:
a model based on planned starvations and Lysenkoism.”
Ms. Martos praised Adam Smith’s approach to science
who did not espouse state investment in science. Instead,
he thought that industrialization brought wealth, which
favored private investments in science.
The event was closed by Edgar Morilla who is a body
builder evangelizing about physical culture. He explained
that “physical culture is a way of thinking that we originally
found in the Classical World. It is based in finding an
aesthetic harmony based in a metabolic harmony.” He
also pointed out that our body is the “primordial private
property.” “The welfare state propitiates a pharmacological
welfarism that does not fight the real causes but merely
the symptoms.”
Discussing the populist streams around the world in the
second panel, Ruzha Smilova expressed that she prefers
the term “sovereignism” to populism because it identified
the root of the movement more clearly. Moreover,
she clarified why sovereignism has only become a real
threat now, despite the fact that we have maintained
the same system of government for decades now: liberal
democracy, which she defined as a homogeneous blend
of popular vote, rule of law, and individual rights. While
sovereignists portray the elites as detached self-interested
cosmopolitans, she defended the values of meritocracy
over equality, praising the dual ex-ante/ex-post advantage
of the vertical social structure. To bridge the elites and the
people, Mrs. Smilova proclaimed that elites must reject
succumbing to the vices of power.
The highlight was the final panel in which the students
were the main drivers of the discussion. Four students
submitted the issues to discuss: the potential negative
consequences of the free market, how to counter identity
politics, the proposal of a “two-speed Europe”, and the
role of the media in the rise of 21st century populism. The
remaining students chose their favorite issue to discuss
and were given thirty minutes to investigate and debate.
Once time was up, the four initial students presented
the solutions found during the dialogue. The level of
discussion was exceptionally high, which demonstrated
that this special third panel was a success.
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Quotations:
“The state not only takes resources from us but, at the
same time, delegitimizes individual eﬀorts to help others.”
(Asís Timermans)
“Space tourism is going to show us what private
companies could have achieved forty years ago – if the
state had not strangled them.” (Asís Timermans)
“After so many years of social democracy, we have an
infantile society.” (Almudena Negro)

John Chisholm
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SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

Santiago d. C.
March 24th
Centro Abanca Obra Social Santiago
Praza de Cervantes, 19
Santiago de Compostela, 15704 Spain
Program
16:15 – 16:45

Registration

16:45 – 17:00

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- Una gran Reconfiguración económica: ¿El Fin de la Era del libre Mercado?
El tema incluye: Libre comercio y sus descontentos; Proteccionismo; Acuerdos de comercio;
La economía compartida; La propiedad intelectual y el interés público; Consecuencias
económicas de las políticas de Brexit y Trump.
17:00 -18:10

Keynote speaker: John Chisholm (MIT Alumni Association)
Panelists:
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
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Recap:
Unlike Europe’s economy, the Free Market Road Show is
growing rapidly and strongly. On March 24th the FMRS
visited Santiago de Compostela for the first time – starting
what we hope may become a traditional stop of the Road
Show. Teaming up with the local Asociación Xoan de
Lugo we hosted a magnificent event that featured Gloria
Álvarez, Miguel Ángel Bastos, John Chisholm, and Luis
Torras among others.
Santiago de Compostela was the last city our regular
speaker John Chisholm visited. Besides being a successful
entrepreneur in Silicon Valley he is also the author of
“Unleash Your Inner Company.” If you want to start a
business, this book is a must-read.
Mr. Chisholm talked about free trade and its enemies.
He framed the issue following a public choice approach.
“Beneficiaries of free trade are broad, long-term, but
diﬀuse. On the contrary, beneficiaries of trade barriers
are readily identifiable, immediate, and vocal. So we need
to make the benefits of free trade as specific and tangible
as possible.”

María Blanco (Universidad CEU-San Pablo – CMT Group)
17:55 – 18:10

Questions & Answers

18:10 – 18:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Tiempos difíciles en un Mundo dividido
El tema incluye: Cómo cerrar la brecha entre las personas y las élites; El mundo paralelo de
los medios de comunicación; ¿Cómo encontrar un equilibrio entre la tolerancia y el peligro
de erosionar los valores europeos? La Unión Europea después del Brexit – ¿Francia y los
Países Bajos los siguientes?
18:30 – 19:25

Keynote speaker: Gloria Álvarez (Politologist, television and
radio host)
Panelists:
Enrique Fonseca (Youtube Visual Politik channel)
Luis Torras (Institute Mises Barcelona, China Chair)

19:25 – 19:40

Questions & Answers

19:40 – 20:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Propiedad intelectual: ¿un obstáculo para la libertad y el crecimiento
económico?
El tema incluye: ¿son justas las leyes de propiedad intelectual? ¿Contribuyen a la innovación
y al crecimiento económico? Posibles alternativas.
20:00 – 20:55

Keynote speaker: Miguel Anxo Bastos Boubeta (University of
Santiago de Compostela)

He then presented a series of myths that seem to point
in favor of protectionism. The first was the one that claims
that “Exports are good. Imports are bad.” Mr. Chisholm
explained that “imports increase our choices, saving us
money, improving quality, or both.” And, what is more,
“saved money can be spent on other goods or invested.”
Afterwards, he dealt with one of the most widespread
myth against trade: “Trade barriers protect industries.”
Chisholm dismantled this argument explaining that “few
industries, if any, can rely only on inputs from a single
country.” Besides, imported inputs are responsible for
lowering costs and make industries more competitive. A
device like the iPhone contains about 75 elements of the
periodic table. No country in the world could produce it
without relying on imported goods since no country in
the world can mine for all those elements within national
borders.
He finally tackled the myth that says that “Imports reduce
GDP per capita and thus Quality of Life.” His reasoning
was twofold: On the one hand, he said that “imports
reduce GDP but also costs of goods, making goods more
aﬀordable, increasing consumption and thus GDP.” On the
other, he claimed that measuring GDP is problematic. “As
metrics, GDP per capita and Quality of Life are diverging.”

Panelists:
Daniel Rodriguez Carreiro (Xoán de Lugo Institute)
Óscar Rodriguez Carreiro (Xoán de Lugo Institute)
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20:55 – 21:10

Questions & Answers

21:10 – 21:15

Closing Remarks

Intellectual Property? Miguel Ángel Bastos, leader of the
Asociación Xoan de Lugo, expressed his views about the
topic of intellectual property. For him, this topic divides
libertarian thinkers. He also mentioned that industrial
secret – that is the ability of companies to protect their
formulas and procedures – is the one more compatible
with freedom … and unfortunately the one the state
opposes the most. He finally said that some debates
about patents come down to a confusion: “One has the
right to property, but not to the value of that property.”
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Quotations:
“Beneficiaries of free trade are broad, long-term, but
diﬀuse. On the contrary, beneficiaries of trade barriers
are readily identifiable, immediate, and vocal. So we need
to make the benefits of free trade as specific and tangible
as possible.” (John Chisholm)
“imports increase our choices, saving us money,
improving quality, or both.” (John Chisholm)

Gloria Álvarez, Luis Torras, Enrique Fonseca Porras

Gloria Álvarez
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GIJÓN

Gijón
March 25th
Hotel Begona Park
Ctra. de la Providencia 566
Gijón, 33203 Spain
Program
15:30 – 16:15

Registration

16:15 – 16:30

Opening and Welcome
Javier Jové (Socio Fundador de El Club de los Viernes)
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economic Center)

Panel1- Innovación y finanzas
16:30 – 17:30

Moderator: Diego Barceló
Panelists:
Luis Torras (Instituto Mises Barcelona)
Edgar Fernández (Universidad Francisco Marroquin)

Panel 2 – Libertad o pobreza
17:30 – 18:30

Ignacio Blanco (CdV)
Fernando de Dios (Consejo Ciudadano de Podemos en Asturias)

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Populismo y aspectos de marketing en el marxismo
18:45 – 20:00

Recap:
Gijón is one of the new cities the FMRS has added to its
destinations. We joined forces with the new and active
“Do Tank” of El Club de los Viernes. This institution, which
is just one year old, is already active in the whole of Spain.
During the event many important issues were discussed
so let’s get started with the main points.
Ignacio Blanco, from El Club de los Viernes, talked about
poverty in Europe. According to him, “our Western
societies are like spoiled children, this is why we talked
about relative wealth instead of poverty.”
Then came the turn of Enrique Fonseca, from Visual
Politik. Mr. Fonseca is one of the most popular political
YouTubers in the world. His talk had to do with marketing
… from a Marxist point of view. Fonseca believes that
political reality is very complex and that populists have
an opportunity when economies are going up. “It is when
diﬀerences appear that populists can act.” Following
the post-Marxist philosopher Ernesto Laclau, Fonseca
explained what “problematization” means. Populists and
Marxists tell people what the problem is but they do
not oﬀer any solution. What they bring instead is who to
blame.

Moderator: Javier Neira (periodista)
Panelists:

18:30 – 18:45

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Moderator: Sergio Marqués

He oﬀered an example to clarify this concept: “Let’s think
of three diﬀerent persons. One is from Detroit and is
unemployed because his factory moved to China. The
second is a businessman from San Francisco who cannot
compliment his secretary due to political correctness.
And the third one is a police woman from Texas. Trump’s
work was to make these people believe that they have a
common enemy.

Panelists:
Gloria Álvarez (politóloga)
Enrique Fonseca (periodismo y consultor de marketing político)
Maria Blanco (Universidad CEU-San Pablo – CMT Group)

20:00 – 20:10

Closing Remarks
Fernando Díaz Villanueva (historiador experto en perroflautismo
y Socio de Honor de El Club de los Viernes)

“Here is where Laclau’s ’empty signifier’ enters. Make
America Great Again means diﬀerent things to diﬀerent
persons of our example. For the gentleman in Detroit it
means his job will be back. For the businessman in San
Francisco, that political correctness will be abolished.
For the police woman, that she will not have to deal with
Mexicans. Nonetheless, this empty signifier, Make America
Great Again, gives them an identity. And when this identity
becomes majoritarian, you achieve cultural hegemony.”
In turn, María Blanco presented some of the ideas of
Stephen Hicks – a Canadian American philospher who
wrote “Explaining postmodernism.” “There have been
three attempts to apply Marxism in the West,” Ms. Blanco
said and detailed, “the first was through revolution.
The second with intellectual vanguards. The third and
contemporary consists in trying to change our ethical and
epistemological premises.”
In the opinion of Ms. Blanco, the new Marxist epistemology
is based upon the School of Frankfurt and the ideas
of Sigmund Freud. “What they do is to analyze the
‘pathologies’ of capitalism. And since capitalism oppresses
the masses they are justified in using violence. That is why
the left so often justifies violence and even terrorism,” she
concluded.
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Quotations:
“Our Western societies are like spoiled children, this is
why we talked about relative wealth instead of poverty.”
(Ignacio Blanco)
“It is when diﬀerences appear that populists can act.”
(Enrique Fonseca)
“Make America Great Again means diﬀerent things to
diﬀerent persons” (Enrique Fonseca)

Diego Barceló, Edgar Fernández, Luis Torras

Diego Barceló, Edgar Fernández, Luis Torras
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PARIS

Paris
March 27th
Lieu Espace Vinci
25 rue des jeuneurs Metro Bourse,
Grands Boulevards, 75002 France
Program
9:00 – 9:15

Registration

9:15 – 9:30

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. von Hayek Institut)
Pierre Garello (Institute for Economic Studies-Europe)

Panel1- Major Economic and Political Reconfigurations at the Global Level
9:30 – 11:00

Moderator: Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. von Hayek Institut)
Keynote speaker: Dwight R. Lee (O’Neil Center for Global
Markets and Freedom)
Panelists:
Gloria Álvarez (Author)
Kari Aina Eik (Secretary General, Organization for International
Economic Relations – OiER)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Anders Ydstedt (Chairman, Svensk Tidskrift)

11:00 – 11:20

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – What will It Take to Move France Out of Stagnation?
11:20 – 12:50

Moderator: Kerry Halferty Hardy (Competitive Enterprise
Institute)
Panelists:
Pierre Bentata (Assistant Professor of Economics, ESC Troyes)
Jean-Philippe Delsol (Institute of Economic and Fiscal Research)
Quentin Michon (Journalist, Contrepoints)
Christophe Seltzer (Students for Liberty)

12:50 – 13:00

Closing Remarks
Pierre Garello (Institute for Economic Studies-Europe)
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RECAP:
Starting oﬀ the second full week the FMRS, the road
show was brought to Paris, the city of lights, to discuss
how France, in a climate of major economic and political
reconfiguration, can morph in order to emerge from
stagnation and regain economic competitiveness.
Despite being confronted with a reduced crowd, the
level and range of the discussion, whether it was panel
presentations or audience questions, was on par with
Paris’ historic exceptional standard.
To kickstart the morning, Dwight Lee depicted why an
overwhelming majority embraces free-trade when it
comes to the actions and decisions they pursue on a daily
basis, such as voting with their feet, or choosing between
multiple products in a store, whereas many reject it in the
public sphere. He described the lack of immediate personal
drawbacks when voting against free trade as the root of
this phenomenon, which explains the necessity of utilizing
resources beyond logic and evidence to win people over
in favor of the free market. Following with a talk focused
primarily on the pragmatic, Kari Aina Eik communicated
the necessity to develop partnerships between the
private sector and public entities, sharing her experience
forging partnerships while at the United Nations. She
stressed that this dual bottom-up and bottom-down
approach has paved the way for successful projects such
as UN smart cities, by bringing more individualism into
public sector work. Concluding the panel, Anders Ydstedt
presented the example of the Swedish shift of the early
1990s that became necessary due to a failing economy
resulting from the poor policies of decades prior. Indeed,
Sweden enacted many structural reforms, such as the
implementation of a funded pension system, and the
abolishment of many taxes, e.g. the inheritance tax, that
translated into flourishing business and more equality.
Complementing the more global perspective of the first
half of the day, the following panel brought a more francocentric approach. Jean-Philippe Delsol identified one of
the primary issues with France to be the omnipresence
of the government in the economy. For instance, he
highlighted that, despite being above the OECD in terms of
spending as percentage of GDP in nearly all government
service sectors, France does not lead in terms of results.
Fitting his description of a pragmatic monarchist, he
proposed alternatives which did not require fundamental
change; inject more competition into the public sector by
promoting freedom of choice so as to render the system
more eﬃcient yet still “fair”. However, as Pierre Bentata
explained, there has been a historical rejection of free
market ideals in the french public sphere that stems from
a chronic discrepancy between perception and fact. He
pointed out that the French view government institutions
as a transcendental arbitrator of people’s lives bigger
than themselves. So, he identified the need to convince
the people that their lives are still meaningful in the
uncertainty of the free market world. The final part of the
discussion focused on the role of media in the diﬀusion of
libertarian values. Quentin Michon shared his optimism
with regards to the possibility of changing the mindset
of the new generation, although stressed that we must
focus on sectors that impact people directly rather than
on battles of who is more ideologically pure than others.
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Quotations:
“People who can vote with their feet vote overwhelmingly
for the free market.” (Dwight Lee)
“The developing world has the potential to leapfrog the
developed world in certain sectors.” (Kari Aina Eik)
“Making people responsible of themselves is the only
solution to improve the situation,” (Jean-Philippe Delsol)
“We are not able to explain that freedom does not mean
lack of constraints.” (Pierre Bentata)

Jean-Philippe Delsol, Pierre Bentata, Quentin Michon,
Christophe Seltzer

The Frexit We Really Need:
Leaving Stagnation Behind

Pierre Garello
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BRUSSELS

Brussels
March 28th
European Parliament
Rue de Trèves 3
Brussels, 1050 Belgium
Program
10:00 – 10:30

Registration

Conference hosted by Syed Kamall (MEP and Chairman of ECR Group)
10:30 – 10:45

Opening and Welcome
Annette Godart-van der Kroon (President LVMI-Europe)
Bernadette Klösch (Deputy Head of Mission, Austrian Embassy)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
10:45 – 11:45

Moderator: Barbara Kolm (AEC, Friedrich A. von Hayek Institut)
Panelists:
Erich Weede (Professor in Sociology, University of Bonn)
Pieter Cleppe (Head of Brussels oﬃce, Open Europe)
Gordon Kerr (Cobden Partners)
John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist, Fox News Channel)

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
11:45 – 12:45

Moderator: Auke Leen (University of Leyden)
Panelists:
Stefan Moritz (European Entrepreneurs CEA-PME)
Pierre Garello (Professor at the University of Aix-en-Provence)
Kerry Halferty Hardy (Competitive Enterprise Institute)
Lawrence Urbain (Policy Advisor, European Parliament)

12:45 – 13:00

Closing Remarks
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute, AEC)

The Free Market Road Show Brussels is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Recap:
Taking place in the political heart of a troubled Europe,
the Brussels stop of the FMRS did not disappoint. Inside a
full room within the European parliament, a combination
of direct collaborators of the EU and outside observers
debated on the future of the European project.
Following an introduction by Mrs. Godart and Mrs. Kolm,
Prof. Weede depicted the great threat that looms upon
the free trade era subsequent to decades of being
under attack, Brexit endangering UK free trade, and the
recent failure of TTIP. He then underlined the oftenoverlooked positive sociological eﬀects of free trade,
such as the advantage of backwardness from which
less developed nations benefit. However, he stressed
that these advantages were undermined in the public
opinion by the delegitimization of free trade due to the
new international division of labor (NIDL), which is the
cause of many job losses in the secondary sector within
the developed world. Focusing on the implications of
Brexit, Pieter Cleppe pointed out that the outcome of the
separatist vote depends solely on the path chosen by the
UK administration, that currently seems to edge towards
a Swiss-like deal; a direction that thankfully diﬀers from
the objective of the majority of Brexit voters. John Fund
attempted to paint the frustrations of these anti-free trade
individuals that voted for a closed UK. He classified them
as an integral section of the “somewheres”: a group deeply
rooted to the land of their family, who believe people
who break the norms should be viewed with suspicion.
Moreover, he pointed out that the establishment’s method
of simply ostracizing and disregarding this section of the
population is pure arrogance, and has further expanded
the ideological divide at hand, which could be resolved
by instead putting forward fresh alternative policies that
could improve their well-being. Finally, exposing the cracks
in the current system from a banking perspective, Gordon
Kerr unveiled a series of issues concerning the monetary
union, such as the insolvency of many European banks, as
well as the ECB transforming nonexistent assets into euro,
a policy obviously unsustainable in the long run.
Focusing on rise of populism, Kerry Halferty Hardy
commenced the second panel with a plea to change
how we should confront populism and non-marxist antiliberalism, as the current line is to utilize logic and reason
to convince them of the virtues of free trade. Interestingly,
she identified an implicit correlation between the fall of
religious fervour and the rise of the alt-right in the United
States, as well as the observable fall of civil religion which
has united Americans for centuries. Focused on France,
Pierre Garello presented the failures of the omnipresent
government in terms of education, health care, and the
tightening labor market, with no foreseeable change
following the upcoming election. Sharing his pessimism,
Lawrence Urbain demonstrated that, despite there being
a decade since the emergence of the financial crisis, not
much has changed fundamentally; national banks are still
too big to fail, and southern European nations still remain
extremely fragile, with their respective governments being
unable to implement any meaningful reforms.
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Quotations:
“Division of labor is key to increasing productivity.”
(Erich Weede)
“The advantages of scale of the monetary union are
outweighed but the heterogeneity of the countries within
it.” (Lawrence Urbain)
“Throughout the 20th century, France grew extensively
though we are financing the current stagnation with the
deficit.” (Pierre Garello)
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AMSTERDAM

Amsterdam
March 28th
Stichting Tassenmuseum Hendrikje
Herengracht 573
Amsterdam, 1017 Netherlands
Program
14:00 – 14:30

Registration

14:30 – 14:40

Opening and Welcome
Patrick van Schie (Director, Telders Stichting)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
14:40 – 15:20

Panelists:
Dwight R. Lee (O’Neill Centre for Global Markets and Freedom)
Federico Fernandez (Austrian Economics Center)

15:20 – 16:00

Questions & Answers

16:00 – 16:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
16:30 – 18:00

Moderator: Ferdi de Lange (Business Development Manager)
Panelists:
Adriaan Schout (Senior Research Fellow at Clingendael)
Gloria Alvarez (Political Scientist, co-author The Populist Deceit)
Pieter Cleppe (Head of the Brussels Oﬃce of Open Europe)

17:20 – 18:00

Questions & Answers

18:00 – 19:00

Networking Reception
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RECAP:
The FMRS made a stop in the capital of the Netherlands.
Amsterdam welcomed Gloria Álvarez, Federico N.
Fernández, Pieter Cleppe, and Dwight Lee to discuss
trade, Brexit, and populism. Our local partner was the
Telders Foundation, who made a terrific job co-organizing
the event.
It was Dwight Lee who kickstarted the event making
the case for trade. Professor Lee said that “the market
economy motivates us to ‘share’ with others as if we cared
about them as we care about ourselves. This is the true
morality of the markets.”
Pieter Cleppe, the head of the Brussels oﬃce of of
Open Europe, talked about Brexit. He explained that the
members of the European Commission believe that the
United Kingdom deserves a fair deal but still inferior to
the one it had as member. This is so because they fear
other countries may follow the British example. Moreover,
Mr. Cleppe explained that “this attitude reveals how many
in the EU institutions and member states instinctively
consider trade to be a zero-sum game: when one party
wins, the other party must lose. Of course, it’s the other
way around. If Britain gets a bad deal, for example
because it faces tariﬀs to export to the continent, the EU
also loses. That’s the case not just because Britain could
itself seek to impose tariﬀs on imports from mainland
Europe, but because restrictions on investment from the
City of London into the continent would drive up the cost
of investment in the EU27.” Mr. Cleppe also remarked that
any economic damage for the United Kingdom would also
impact the rest of Europe – especially for the Benelux,
Germany, Malta, Cyprus and Ireland.
The event was closed by Gloria Álvarez from Guatemala.
Ms. Álvarez explained how populism gained ground in
Latin America. She claimed that the “Foro de Sao Paulo”
in 1990 was key to change the leftist strategy. “When the
Soviet Union fell the communist parties and the guerrillas
lost the Russian finance. So they moved from Marx to
Gramsci.” The marxist prophecies were substituted by
an aggressive and messianic statism that promised to lift
people out of poverty. At the same time, all across Latin
America the “neoliberal wave” came to power and people
started talking about the “Washington Consensus.” This
consensus was comprised of ten points. However, only
one was applied: privatization. Therefore, Ms. Álvarez
believes that people were deceived by a Gramscian
cultural strategy that demonized a liberalism that was
never put into practice. In 1998, Hugo Chávez proposed
21st Century Socialism as a response to the “imperialist
yankee neoliberalism.” And he initiated a wave that
reached Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia,
and Nicaragua. She also mentioned that in her native
Guatemala 21st Century Socialism did not get to power
but it is indeed a threat. That is why she is part of a civic
movement that wants to try to revive the concept of
republicanism and the limitation of power.
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Quotations:
“Thanks to markets and free trade, we can be motivated
by self-interest and at the same time, help millions of
people we do not even know.” (Dwight Lee)
“If Britain gets a bad deal, the European Union also
loses.” (Pieter Cleppe)
“Unlike communism, ‘neoliberalism’ was a mere straw
man and was never fully applied. Marxism was applied in
many countries with catastrophic results.” (Gloria Álvarez)
“It is the republican order that enables us to protect our
life, liberty, and property.” (Gloria Álvarez)
Pierre Garello

Ferdi de Lange, Pieter Cleppe, Gloria Àlvarez, Adriaan
Schout

Dwight R. Lee
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LONDON

London
March 29th
Institute Of Directors
116 Pall Mall
London, SW1Y 5ED United Kingdom
Program
18:15 – 18:30

RECAP:
The Free Market Road Show is the biggest libertarian event
on Earth. Events such as the one we held in London can
only corroborate such a statement. Firstly, the venue. The
Institute of Directors (IoD) is a centennial institution which
supports businesses and gives voice to them – no matter
their size. Secondly, our other local partner: the Centre for
Policy Studies (CPS). Established by Margaret Thatcher and
Keith Joseph, it aims to “think the unthinkable” regarding
public policy. Thirdly, the program, which was comprised
of great speakers such as our own Barbara Kolm, James
Sproule, John Fund, Mathew Elliott, and Graeme Leach.

Registration

Panel1- Rise of Populism
18:30 – 19:15

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Moderator: Tim Knox
Panelists:
John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist, Fox News Channel)

Barbara Kolm warned against political elites who are
completely out of touch with the constituencies and
even reality. According to the Austrian economist, “elites
nowadays are a typical case of the pretense of knowledge.
However, we must never forget how little we know.”

Sophie Gaston (Head of International Projects, Demos)

Panel 2 – 4th Industrial Revolution
19:15 – 20:00

Moderator: James Sproule (Institute of Directors)
Panelists:
Graeme Leach

In this sense, John Fund explained that people –at
both sides of the Atlantic– are voting out of a feeling of
resentment towards the traditional elites. “A majority of
voters feel left alone and ignored by a detached global
elite.”

Matthew Elliott
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute, AEC)

20:00 – 20:15

Closing Remarks
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute, AEC)

Mathew Elliott, who recently joined the Legatum Institute,
emphasized the opportunities Brexit can open. “Brexit
provides us with an opportunity to promote global
prosperity by strengthening free trade,” said the former
Chief Executive of the Vote Leave campaign.
In turn, Graemer Leach gave a captivating talk about
new technologies and the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
He claimed that this 4th industrial stage has to do with
information and an intellectual revolution. “Growth and
prosperity will depend on the ability to embrace this
Fourth Industrial Revolution,” he said. “Incrementalism
and productivity growth will be replaced by disruption
and radical change,” said Mr. Leach and continued, “that
is why openness to new products will be key.” He also
emphasized that regulatory frameworks will have to keep
up with this constant change and never hold it back. Mr.
Leach closed his remarks with an analogy: “most of the
digital revolution to date could be described as the dots.
The digital revolution to come can be described as joining
the dots together.”

The Free Market Road Show London is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“Growth and prosperity will depend on the ability to
embrace this Fourth Industrial Revolution.” (Graeme
Leach)
“A majority of voters feel left alone and ignored by a
detached global elite.” (John Fund)

Matthew Elliott, Barbara Kolm, Graeme Leach, James
Sproule

John Fund, Sophie Gaston, Tim Knox
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COPENHAGEN

Copenhagen
March 30th
Copenhagen Business School
Solbjerg Plads 3
Copenhagen, 2000 Denmark
Program
15:00 – 15:30

Registration

15:30 – 15:45

Opening and Welcome
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Recap:
After a year of absence, the Free Market Road Show
returned to the Danish capital. Partnering with European
Students for Liberty, the Road Show gathered more than
one hundred students at the Copenhagen Business
School.
The star of the event was Barbara Kolm, who happens to
be the Director of the Free Market Road Show.
Dr. Kolm gave a clear and interesting exposition on the
current populist wave that is assaulting the whole of
Europe. She explained that not everything the media
labels under the term ‘populism’ is the same and that we
should be careful.

Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute, AEC)
Ernst-Peter Brezovszky (Austrian Ambassador to Denmark)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
15:45 – 16:55

Moderator: Lars Christensen (International Economist, Markets

She pointed out that, for instance, a party like Lega Nord in
Italy seems to favor market economics while the Spanish
Podemos are loyal disciples of the late Venezuelan despot
Hugo Chávez.

& Money Advisory)
Keynote speaker: Martin Ågerup (Director, CEPOS)
Panelists:
Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Kari Aina Eik (Secretary General, Organization for International
Economic Relations – OiER)
Dwight R. Lee (O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom)

16:55 – 17:15

Coﬀee Break

“Most of the populists are what one might call ‘bad,’
meaning not good, but also not as bad as often portrayed.
Grillo and the M5S just seem to be another hot-headed
environmentalist movement, Wilders is hawkish on
immigration, but otherwise seems like all other politicians
(promising a lot, but probably not delivering), and Orbán
and Kaczynski, those two who are already in power, both
have done a lot of bad things, but are far away from being
the dictators as the West views them.”

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
17:15 – 18:25

Moderator: Lars Christensen (International Economist, Markets
& Money Advisory)
Keynote speaker: Martin Ågerup (Director, CEPOS)
Panelists:
Gloria Alvarez (Author)
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute, AEC)

Dr. Kolm also dedicated a few words to Brexit. “Brexit will
be an interesting topic for the years to come,” she said and
went on, “and it also shows to what a successful populist
movement can lead to. There is no question that there are
vast opportunities for the UK – but as with all populists,
the question is if they will take their chance.”

John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist, Fox News Channel)

18:25 – 18:40

Closing Remarks
Annie Vinther Sanz (Ayn Rand Institute)

19:00 – 00:00

Social
Guldhornene (Vestergade 20A, 1456 Copenhagen)

John Fund is national-aﬀairs columnist for National Review
and a true Road Warrior. He also spoke about Brexit and
the populist uprising in the West.
Based upon the distinction made by David Goodhart in his
book The road to somewhere: The populist revolt and the
future of politics, Mr. Fund talked about the growing gap
between the so-called “Somewheres” and “Anywheres.”
Anywheres are approximately 25 per cent of the
population. They are educated and mobile. They thrive
in open and competitive environments. Somewheres,
on the other hand, are those who are more rooted and
usually less educated. The American journalist expressed
that the Anywheres elite has grown apart from the rest
of the population and this has created resentment. “The
Somewheres constitute more than 60 per cent of voters
and they are starting to show their discontent. That is
what mobilize the Trump and the Brexit vote,” Mr. Fund
explained.
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Quotations:
“Brexit shows to what a successful populist movement
can lead to.” (Barbara Kolm)
“There is no question that there are vast opportunities
for the UK – but as with all populists, the question is if they
will take their chance.” (Barbara Kolm)

Barbara Kolm, Dwight R. Lee
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STOCKHOLM

Stockholm
March 31st
Nalen Conference
Regeringsgatan 74
Stockholm, 11139 Sweden
Program
13:30 – 14:00

Registration

14:00 – 14:15

Opening and Welcome
Arthur Winkler-Hermaden (Ambassador of Austria to Sweden)
Christian Ekström (CEO, Swedish Taxpayers Association)
Anders Ydstedt (Chairman, Svensk Tidskrift)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
Economic Consequences of Brexit and Trump’s Policies
14:15 – 15:00

Moderator: Anders Ydstedt (Chairman, Svensk Tidskrift)
Panelists:
Barbara Kolm (President, Friedrich A. von Hayek Institut)
Dwight R. Lee (O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom)
Maria Rankka (CEO, Stockholm Chamber of Commerce

15:00 – 15:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
How to Close the Gap between People and Elites
15:15 – 16:00

Moderator: Amanda Wollstad (Editor in Chief, Svensk Tidskrift)
Panelists:
Gloria Alvarez (Author)
Federico N. Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Christoﬀer Fjellner (Member of the European Parliament)

Panel 3: A Place for Us – Where does Sweden stand in Tomorrow’s Economy?
16:00 – 17:00

Moderator: Christian Ekström (Swedish Taxpayers Association)
Panelists:
Krister Andersson (Chairman, Business Europe’s Tax Policy
Working Group)
Henrik Jönsson (founder of hungrig.se, and CEO of Divine Robot)
Gunnar Hökmark (MEP of the Moderate Party)

17:00 – 18:00

Refreshments
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Recap:
The FMRS visited Stockholm in association with a new
partner – Svensk Tidskrift, a magazine with a touch of think
tank. Established 1911 they cover politics, economy and
culture in Sweden and abroad in a weekly online magazine,
arrange seminars, publish books and participate in the
public debate.
The Svensk Tidskrift is liberal-conservative, but has
no formal party connections. They work to enable the
politically interested and ideologically sound to express
their views and participate in the debate on free market
issues such as protection of private ownership, lower
taxes and freedom of speech.
The event in Stockholm was a fantastic event that featured
interesting discussions and many diﬀerent views. The
highlight of the day was the speech of Maria Rankka.
Ms. Rankka is a well-regarded opinion leader with vast
media experience and has written several highly profiled
books. In 2010 she was appointed CEO of the Stockholm
Chamber of Commerce, one of the most vital business
lobbies in Sweden.
Ms. Rankka also talked about trade and its status in
Sweden. According to her, there is a consensus on trade
between left and right. Free trade is not something
Swedish politics fights over. Even Unions have embrace
free trade in Sweden.
This naturally begs the question – Why? Ms. Rankka
believes that is because “Sweden has had a real wage
increase at the same time trade was being liberalized.”
In this sense, Sweden is a contradictory example to the
wailings of Donald Trump on free trade.
With regard to president Trump’s anti-trade rhetoric,
she also explained that the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) is a fantastic example of how trade is
a ‘win-win’ game. “NAFTA has created four million new jobs
in the United States. And what about the job loss? It was
just half a million. The thing is that people who lost their
jobs because of NAFTA are very aware of that fact while
the ones who benefitted are not that aware.”
The CEO of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce
concluded that to defend trade and to participate in the
debate free traders have to be more concrete and less
abstract. Who are the Elites?
The topic of the elites was dealt during the event, too.
Perhaps the most interesting thought about it came from
the Federico N. Fernández, who believes that politicians
should not be considered an elite.
He oﬀered the following example: “Let’s suppose you live
in a building and you hire a manager to take care of the
common areas such as the garden, parking lot, etc. Is that
manager position an ‘elite’ position? And what is more,
what if that building manager starts taking a huge part of
your income, lives large, travels first class… Is he now part
of the elite? Our politicians should be humble managers
of certain common areas. Their job should be a service
they provide part time.”
The Free Market Road Show Stockholm is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe. The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European
Parliament. The views expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the
European Parliament. The European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“Free markets have played an important role in the
transformation of Sweden from one of the poorest
countries in Europe to one of the richest.” (Maria Rankka)
“our real elites, on the other hand, should be comprised
of people who are positive for the society. I am thinking
of producers, not takers, people who get their income
and/or social prestige through voluntary mechanisms.”
(Federico N. Fernández)

Barbara Kolm
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REYKJAVÍK

Reykjavík
April 1st
University of Reykjavík
Menntavegur 1
Reykjavík, 101 Iceland
Program
10:30 – 11:00

Registration

11:00 – 11:20

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
Economic Consequences of Brexit and Trump’s Policies
11:20 – 12:00

Moderator: Björn Jón Bragason (PhD Student, University of
Iceland)
Keynote speaker: John Fund (National Aﬀairs, Fox News
Channel)
Panelists:
Federico N. Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Dwight R. Lee (O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom)

12:00 – 12:20

Questions & Answers

12:20 – 13:30

Lunch

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
13:30 – 14:10

Moderator: Björn Jón Bragason (PhD Student, University of
Iceland)
Keynote speaker: Gordon Kerr (Senior Fellow, IREF Europe)
Panelists:
Gloria Álvarez (Author)

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show finished its first lap in the
capital city of Iceland. Reykjavík was the 17th city visited
by the FMRS so far. Our local partner was the Association
of Free Students and European Students for Liberty. The
Alliance of Conservatives and Reformists of Europe (ACRE)
was also present – since they have recently teamed up
with the Road Show.
One of the most pleasant surprises so far in this year’s
Free Market Road Show was the appearance of Guðlaugur
Þór Þórðarson, Iceland’s new Minister for Foreign Aﬀairs.
Þórðarson consistently argued in favor of free trade and
took a principled stand against the protectionist uprising
that we are currently seeing around the world.
In his opinion, Iceland’s rapid economic growth since the
euro crisis has been the result of free trade. “We were
one of the poorest countries and now that’s changed. At
the heart of our success is free trade.” Not only that, he
compared this approach to the one followed by Singapore,
undoubtedly one of the ultimate beacons of free markets
in the world today. “You see, Singapore was very poor. But
now it is prosperous thanks to free trade.”
In the meantime, Þórðarson, who has been a member of
the Althing, Iceland’s parliament, for the Independence
Party since 2003, lamented President Trump’s anti-trade
rhetoric. “It is obvious that the Americans have given up
on free trade.” However, he clearly diﬀerentiated between
Trump and Brexit. For him, “Brexit is a totally diﬀerent
thing”, as it is not possible to “change the EU from the
inside.” Bashing the European Union, he remarked that
“working for the European parliament is fantastic: you
have a great salary, don’t pay taxes, you can hire your wife
and friends … and you have a limo service. People don’t
believe it!”

Hannes Hólmsteinn Gissurarson (University of Iceland)
14:10 – 14:30

Questions & Answers

14:30 – 15:00

Coﬀee Break

15:00 – 15:30

Keynote speech
Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson (Secretary of Foreign Aﬀairs, Iceland)

15:30 – 15:45

Closing Remarks

The Free Market Road Show Reykjavík is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Despite the recent backlash to free trade and capitalism,
Mr. Þórðarson is still optimistic for the future: “[Free trade]
is the only way forward. Everything else has been tried
and has failed.”
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Quotations:
“We were one of the poorest countries and now
that’s changed. At the heart of our success is free trade.”
(Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson)
“[Free trade] is the only way forward. Everything else has
been tried and has failed.” (Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson)
“It is obvious that the Americans have given up on free
trade.” (Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson)

Federico Fernández, Dwight R. Lee, Björn Jón Bragason

Guðlaugur Þór Þórðarson
Secretary of Foreign Aﬀairs, Iceland

Gordon Kerr
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TUZLA

Tuzla
April 18th
Faculty of Economics in Tuzla
Univerzitetska 8
Tuzla, 75000 Bosnia And Herzegowina
Program
09:45 – 10:15

Registration

10:15 – 10:30

Opening and Welcome

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
On April 18th the Free Market Road Show stopped in
Tuzla, Bosnia and Herzegovina. This event has been
organized in collaboration with the Faculty of Economy of
the local university.
At the first panel Yaël Ossowski (PR director for Consumer
Choice Center and Senior Development Oﬃcer for
Students For Liberty) said Bosnia and Herzegovina is no
longer on the periphery of Europe and is not outsider
any more. He talked about the impact of global events
on Bosnia Herzegovina. He express his enthusiasm for
Bosnian youth and the level of their engagement in the
current global situation. He emphasized that we live in a
time that is favorable for the development of economic
freedom.

Ermina Smajlović (Faculty of Economics, University of Tuzla)

Panel1- The World after Brexit and Trump
10:30 – 11:15

Moderator: Merima Bećirović
Keynote speaker: Richard Zundritsch (Independent Financial
Advisor and Board Member of the Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute)
Panelists:
Yaël Ossowski (PR director for Consumer Choice Center and
Senior Development Oﬃcer for Students For Liberty)
Aleksandar Kokotović (European Students For Liberty)

11:15 – 11:30

Questions & Answers

11:30 – 11:45

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Tax Reforms: Lessons for B&H
11:45 – 12:30

Moderator: Admir Čavalić (Director, Association “Multi”)
Keynote speaker: Pieter Cleppe (Brussels Oﬃce, Open Europe)
Panelists:

At the second panel Admir Čavalić (Director, Association
“Multi”) spoke about whether the issues of migrant crisis
and freedom of movement have an impact on Bosnia and
Hezergovina.
He believes that this can have a negative impact in the
future, especially in terms of migration of Bosnian workers
in the EU. Stricter legislation in this area will restrict
workers free movement. As an example he used Croatia,
which is still outside the Schengen area, therefore its
citizens are subject to stricter rules when entering the EU.
After the panel discussion, Admir Čavalić presented tax
calculator for Bosnia and Herzegovina. With calculator
taxpayers can determine the day they stopped working
for government and started working for themselves.
Calculations showed that they are working for government
till August.

Adis Muhović (Executive Director, CPU)
Darjan Minov (President, Liberal Forum)
12:30 – 12:45

Questions & Answers

12:45 – 13:00

Coﬀee Break

13:00 – 13:50

Presentation - Tax Calculator for Bosnia and Herzegovina
Adis Muhović (Executive Director, CPU)
Admir Čavalić (Director, Association “Multi”)

13:50 – 14:00

Questions & Answers

14:00 – 14:15

Closing Remarks

Richard Zundritsch
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Quotations:
“Bosnia Herzegovina is no longer on the periphery of
Europe and is not outsider any more.” (Yaël Ossowski)

Speakers and organizers
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SKOPJE

Skopje
April 19th
Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus
University Ss. Cyril and Methodius, blvd. Goce
Delcev 9b
Skopje,1000 Macedonia
Program
09:30 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:10

Opening and Welcome
Goran Koevski (Dean, Faculty of Law, Iustinianus Primus)

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
On Wednesday April 19th the Free Market Road Show
stopped in the capital of Macedonia, Skopje. This event
had been organized in collaboration with the Faculty of
Law of the Justinianus Primus University.
At the first panel, keynote speaker Dr. Christopher Lingle
from the Universidad Francisco Marroquín spoke about
“The World after Brexit and Trump”. He claimed that Free
Markets are not an Utopian concept. Free markets are a
means, not an end. We are obsessed with human liberty
and personal dignity, and free markets are the best way
to get there.
There are two main roots to the rise of populism, he
explained. The first is a great concern for personal security
and the second is the perceived inequality of income and
wealth.

Panel1- The World after Brexit and Trump: The End of the Free Trade Era?
10:10 – 10:40

Moderator: Elena Makrevska Disoska (Faculty of Economics,
UKIM – Skopje)
Keynote speaker: Mitja Steinbacher (Faculty of Business
Studies, Slovenia)
Panelists:
Goran Koevski (Dean, Faculty of Law, Iustinianus Primus)
Antoni Peshev (Macedonian Chamber of Commerce)

10:40 – 10:50

Questions & Answers

10:50 – 11:10

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World: EU Perspectives of the Balkans?
11:10 – 11:40

Moderator: Hristina Runcheva Tasev (Faculty of Law Iustinianus
Primus
Keynote speaker: Borche Trenovksi
Panelists:
Nenad Markovikj (Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus)
Ivan Damjanovski (Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus)

11:40 – 11:50

Questions & Answers

11:50 – 12:00

Closing Remarks
Katerina Shapkova Kocevska (Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus)
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The second panel was dedicated to the EU Perspectives
of the Balkans. Mitja Steinbacher said that we need to
understand the fundamentals of human action to be able
to explain why we choose how we do a certain action. The
point is to look at an individual and see how he acts. This
is what Adam Smith did: he wrote the “Theory of moral
sentiments” before writing the “Wealth of nations.” The
economy is not about aggregates but about individuals.
Knowledge is dispersed. This is why top-down planning
does not work.
About moral values he said that the proponents of free
markets philosophy believe that human nature is not
necessarily evil and want to empower all individuals.
Communism was based on the premise of a negative view
of human nature... and we have all seen the results.
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Ivan Damjanovski, Hristina Runcheva Tasev, Nenad Markovikj, Borche Trenovksi

Mitja Steinbacher, Elena Makrevska Disoska, Goran
Koevski, Antoni Peshev
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SARAJEVO

Sarajevo
April 19th
Sarajevo School of Science and Technology
Hrasnička cesta 3a, Ilidža
Sarajevo, 71210 Bosnia And Herzegowina
Program
10:30 – 11:00

Registration

11:00 – 11:15

Opening and Welcome
Ejup Ganić (Sarajevo School of Science and Technology)
Wolfgang Thill (Austrian Embassy in Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Panel1- The World after Brexit and Trump
11:15 – 12:15

Moderator: Goran Riđić (Sarajevo School of Science and
Technology)
Keynote speaker: Richard Zundritsch (Independent Financial
Advisor and Board Member of the Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute)
Panelists:
Ivan Jovetić (PhD Candidate, University of Donja Gorica)

Panel 2 – Tax Reforms: Lessons for B&H
12:15 – 12:45

Moderator: Goran Riđić (Assistant Professor of Economics,
Sarajevo School of Science and Technology)
Keynote speaker: Pieter Cleppe (Brussels Oﬃce, Open Europe)
Panelists:
Tahir Mahmutefendić (Department of Economics, Sarajevo
School of Science and Technology)

12:45 – 13:00

Closing Remarks and Q&A session for both panels

13:00 - 13:20

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Tax Reforms with Emphasis on Fiscal Devaluation
This panel will take part in the local language.
13:20 – 15:00

Moderator: Vjekoslav Domljan (Dean of the Department of
Economics, Sarajevo School of Science and Technology)
Keynote speaker: Ljubiša Đapan (Director, Federal Institute for
Development Programming)
Panelists:
Adnan Smailbegovic (President, Board of Directors of the
Employers’ Association of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Džemal Aslani (Independent Consultant)

from 15:00

Lunch and Networking
SSST Restaurant, 4th floor
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Recap:
The FMRS 2017 at SSST consisted of three panels and
covered both global and local current topics and events
in economy and business. Panel 1 and Panel 2 were in
English and included active participation of prominent
international speakers and experts. The third panel was
conducted in local languages and covered hot local topics
with particular focus on fiscal devaluation, which has been
identified as a relevant current issue in the local area.
In general, this year’s Free Market Road Show managed
to bring together leading business people, outstanding
scholars and students, opinion leaders, policy experts,
elected oﬃcials, diplomats and other interested parties
from across Europe to discuss the aftermath of two
historic events: UK’s decision to leave the EU and the
election of Donald J. Trump as president of the USA. Its
focus is on the consequences this may bring to free trade
and free movement of people whereas in the Balkan
countries it is additionally focused on corruption and the
best way to fight it.
These topics were discussed at our FMRS mostly as part
of Panel 1: The World after Brexit and Trump and Panel
2: Tax Reforms – Lessons for B&H. Panel 3 under the title
of Tax Reforms with Emphasis on Fiscal Devaluation dealt
with local issues influenced by global trends.
SSST’s professors from the Department of Economics,
and other faculty members and experts in the field took
active participation in the panels. SSST’s founder and
rector, academician Ejup Ganić did the oﬃcial opening
of the Conference t at SSST. His welcome speech was
followed by a speech delivered by Dr. Wolfgang Thill from
the Austrian Embassy in Bosnia and Herzegowina.
Highly esteemed and relevant guests from public
institutions and international organizations were invited.
Students and faculty from SSST and all other universities,
representatives of companies, NGOs and all others
interested in current both global and local aﬀairs and
trends were welcome to attend the FMRS at SSST.
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Kemal Grebo, Ljubiša Đapan, Adnan Smailbegović,
Amer Demirović

Richard Zundritsch, Pieter Cleppe, Goran Riđić
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PRISTINA

Pristina
April 20th
University for Business and Technology
Universiteti për Biznes dhe Teknologji, Rexhep
Krasniqi, Pristina, 10000
Program
09-.30 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:e0

Opening and Welcome
Edmond Hajrizi (University for Business and Technology)
Adri Nurellari (Liberal Institute for Policy Research)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?

10:30 – 11:30

Moderator: Adri Nurellari (Liberal Institute for Policy Research)
Keynote speaker: Blerand Stavileci (Minister of Economic
Development of Kosovo)
Panelists:
Mitja Steinbacher (Faculty of Business Studies, Slovenia)
Schari Zafarpour (Lecturer at UBT)

11:30 – 11:45

Questions & Answers

11:45 – 12:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
12:00 – 13:00

Moderator: Armend Muja

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited the capital city of
Kosovo – Pristina. The young country welcomed the Road
Show with a full house at the University for Business and
Technology. The event was co-organized by the Liberal
Institute for Policy Research, led by Adri Nurellari.
After the opening words it was the time of the keynote
speech by the Minister of Economic Development
Blerand Stavileci. Mr. Stavileci presented an outline of
the economic situation of Kosovo and the possibilities for
economic growth. According to him, the IT sector can and
will be fundamental for the country. He stressed that the
IT is one of the few sectors of the global economy that
face little barriers and regulations. He concluded that this
area will be key for young Kosovarians who want to export
their knowledge.
The man of the hour, however, was Mitja Steinbacher.
Dr. Steinbacher has a PhD in Economics and a Masters
degree in Mathematical Economy. He currently teaches
at the Catholic University of Slovenia. Dr. Steinbacher
reflected on institutional game-changers and economic
development. In order to do so, he started his approach
using Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich Hayek. “Why we
choose how we do it?,” asked Steinbacher and replied, “to
have an answer we need to understand the fundamentals
of human action.” The main point of good economics is
to go to individual and see how s/he acts, Steinbacher
explained. “This is exactly what Adam Smith did: he
wrote the ‘Theory of moral sentiments’ before writing the
‘Wealth of nations.’ The economy is not about aggregates
but about individuals.”

Panelists:
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Christopher Lingle (Universidad Francisco Marroquín)
David Oslter (Lecturer at UBT)
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13:00 – 13:15

Questions & Answers

13:15 – 13:30

Closing Remarks

In a direct reference to the thought of Hayek, Steinbacher
said the reason top-down planning fails is because
knowledge is dispersed. He also showed how classical
liberalism diﬀers from communism in regards to the
anthropological conceptions they have. For Steinbacher
the proponents of free markets philosophy believe that
human nature is not necessarily evil. This is why they want
to empower all individuals. On the contrary, communism
was based on the premise of a negative view of human
nature. “And we have all seen the results,” he sadly noticed.
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Quotations:
“This is exactly what Adam Smith did: he wrote the
‘Theory of moral sentiments’ before writing the ‘Wealth of
nations.’ The economy is not about aggregates but about
individuals.” (Mitja Steinbacher)

Adri Nurellari, Mitja Steinbacher, Cris Lingle, Edmond
Hajrizi, Federico N. Fernández, David Oslter

Adri Nurellari

Blerand Stavileci
Minister of Economic Development of Kosovo
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TIRANA

Tirana
April 21st
Rogner Hotel Tirana
Bulevardi Dëshmorët e Kombit,
1001 AL-Tirana
Program
10:30 – 11:00

Registration

11:00 – 11:20

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?

11:20 – 12:00

Panelists:
Arben Malaj (Rektor I KU Luarasi)
Adrian Civici (Universitetit Europian te Tiranes)
Federico N. Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Besart Kadia (Alliance for Economic Development)
Alfred Lela (Gazetar/Shkrimtar)

12:00 – 12:20

Questions & Answers

12:20 – 13:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
13:30 – 14:10

Panelists:
Prec Zogaj ( Shkimtar/Gazetar/Poet)
Christopher LIngle (Universidad Francisco Marroquin)
Mira Pogaci (Albanian Commercial Union)
Mitja Steinbacher (Faculty of Business Studies, Slovenia)

14:10 – 14:30

Questions & Answers

15:30 – 15:45

Closing Remarks

Speakers and organizers in Tirana
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Recap:
The FMRS visited Tirana in times of political turmoil. We cohosted the event with Foundation for Economic Freedom
It was a magnificent event with more than 150 people –
most of them from the business community.
It was Besart Kadia, our local partner, who pointed out that
one per cent of Albanian companies pay forty per cent of
the taxes. Therefore, they are strangled by this situation.
He also criticized some of the current policies of the
government. Dr. Kadia explained that “in Albania six
thousand people have lost their lives because of conflicts
on property,” while at the same time, “we have not resolved
the basics yet and the government wants to move the
discussion to more sophisticated topics.”
Afterwards, Mira Pogaci, from the most important Albanian
economic Chamber, drew attention to taxes and the rule
of law. Ms. Pogaci explained that by the end of 2015 the
government tried to implement extremely severe fines
in for unpaid taxes. These fines were so outrageous
that the justice system intervened and they were finally
declared unconstitutional. In any case, such an attempt
by the government created uncertainty in the business
sector. She recommended a diﬀerent approach towards
reform: “Policies should be the result of big consensus
and consultations.”
Federico N. Fernández tried to link the topic of populism
and taxes. As mentioned above, taxation has become a
very concerning issue in Albania. Mr. Fernández analyzed
populism. He started with the Latin American experience.
According to him, “the Latin American populist of the 21st
have been all left wing. But the diﬀerences with so-called
‘right-wing’ populists of Europe are minor. Particularly in
the case of economic policies.” Fernández gave Marine Le
Pen as an example.
Her policies, he believes, are very similar to the ones
of any Latin American populist, with their emphasis on
protectionism and the importance of the internal market.
He went as far as saying that “Marine Le Pen’s economic
platform seems to be taken from the Argentinian dictator
Juan Domingo Perón.”
Moreover, Fernández traced some other parallelisms.
He told how in his native Argentina the populist Kirchner
administration (2003 – 2015) used tax policy as a weapon.
“Taxes are so high in Argentina that it is impossible to pay
them all. This also causes that a huge part of the economy
is informal.” He claimed that the government knew this
and so they used the tax agency as a sort of KGB against
opposition and businesses. “The local tax agency became
a tool for extortion and political harassment – and it was
very eﬀective because taxes are so high that no one can
pay everything, they always found some dirt.”
He concluded that it was very dangerous that in
Albania businesses were also being harassed by the tax
authorities – some of them receiving seven or eight “visits”
in short periods. “This is definitely not a good news for
the economical and political environment of the country,”
Fernández concluded.
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Quotations:
“Taxes are so high in Argentina that it is impossible
to pay them all. This also causes that a huge part of the
economy is informal.” (Federico N. Fernández)
“In Albania six thousand people have lost their lives
because of conflicts on property. We have not resolved
the basics yet and the government wants to move the
discussion to more sophisticated topics.” (Besart Kadia)

Panel 1

Panel 2 with local politicians and TV journalist
moderating
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PODGORICA

Podgorica
April 21st
University of Donja Gorica
Oktoih 1
Podgorica, 81000 Montenegro
Program
09:30 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:10

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Milica Vukotic (University of Donja Gorica)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?

10:10 – 11:10

Moderator: Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian
Economics Center)
Panelists:
Prince Michael of Liechtenstein (Chairman of Geopolitical
Information Service AG, European Centre of Austrian Economics
Foundation)
Paata Sheshelidze (New Economic School – Georgia)
Richard Zundritsch (Independent Financial Advisor and Board
Member of the Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institute)
Jared Parks (US Chamber of Commerce)

11:10 – 11:25

Questions & Answers

11:25 – 11:40

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
11:40 – 12:40

Moderator: Maja Drakic-Grgur (Dean of the Faculty for
International Economics, Finance and Business, UDG)
Panelists:
Ian Murray (Competitive Enterprise Institute)
Josh Gilder (White House Speech Writer Group)
Nikola Samardzic (University of Belgrade, UDG)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom,
South East Europe Oﬃce)
Pieter Cleppe (Head of the Brussels Oﬃce, Open Europe)
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12:40 – 12:55

Questions & Answers

12:55 – 13:00

Closing Remarks
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Recap:
UDG hosted FMRS for the 9th time and it was like coming
home for the team.
The first panel was opened by Price Michael von
Liechtenstein. He said that free trade is not at an end.
Globalization was driven by technological innovation, and
regulators couldn’t curb it. Thus, innovation got a large
part of population out of poverty. The issues job migrants,
robots, etc are all a question of adaptation. New job
opportunities are likely to explode. Protectionist policies
never are good for innovation, they curb competition.
They seem to be a good idea on the short-term, but
damage economy on the long-term.
Richard Zundritsch cited Hayek’s work on economic cycles:
booms and busts which helps to analyze the present
situation. In the 90ies the world was split into capitalist,
free market Western Europe and the US vs. Communist
countries. That changed when the Iron Curtain came
down and in the Eastern states the demand for Western
goods was enormous. Thus, a boom cycle was created.
China opened up and another huge trading block
emerged. World economy was going up in the 90ies, stock
markets were going up. “In the words of the LEGO movie:
Everything was awesome.” And then the bubble burst and
the government reacted in the wrong way: They kept on
pumping money into the system. With cheap money they
created the housing bubble in the US which burst, too.
This resulted in the world financial crisis. Some people felt
left out of the boom cycle. They only felt the crisis when
losing their jobs. So, they wanted to go back to the good
days and that’s why they voted for Trump.
Josh Guilder drew a picture of present-day America. In
Europe it is very hard to get a good understanding of who
Trump is and why he was elected because of the selective
media. “The richest place in the United States is not Silicon
Valley with all of its hight-tech billionaires, it is not Los
Angeles with its movie stars and other celebrities, its not
even Houston, Texas with all the oil money sloshing around
there. The four richest counties in the United States are all
suburbs of Washington D.C.” There is very little business
there that is not in some way or other directly connected
to the federal government. All of this money essentially
comes form the tax that’s been extracted from the middle
class in the rest of the country. The economic crisis that
hit the rest was hardly felt in Washington D.C.
Pieter Cleppe concentrated on Brexit and its
consequences. In the next two years UK and the EU have
to agree on two things: first, the exit terms when UK is
leaving the club, and second, Britain’s status afterwards.
Among the exit terms are the rights of British citizens
living on the mainland and of foreign citizens living in
Britain. Another point is free trade.
Daniel Kaddik explained the various conflicts that divide
the word. We have the West vs. the Islamic world, the have
the Asian divide, the US being crazy with North Korea, UK
with the Brexit, populists, and we have Russia that tries
to be an empire again. The EU has been built on wishful
thinking. “It started as s good weather project. Ans as soon
as it starts raining it has seen that the roof is actually a bit
leaking.” People want to punish the elite.
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Quotations:
“Robots will not steal our jobs, they will just change the
job scene” (Prince Michael von Liechtenstein)
“The EU became the flag ship of transnational regulation
beating down individual initiatives and entrepreneurship”
(Iain Murry)
“US economy is becoming more and more corporate,
less entrepreneurial and less innovative.” (Josh Guilder)

Prince Michael von Liechtenstein, Barbara Kolm,
Richard Zundritsch

Iain Murray, Josh Gilder, Nikola Samardzic, Pieter
Cleppe, Daniel Kaddik, Maja Drakic-Grgur
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BERLIN

Berlin
April 24th
BiTS Business and Information Technology
School GmbH (Campus Berlin), Audimax
Dessauer Str. 3-5
Berlin, 10963 Germany
Program
16:00 – 16:45

Registrierung

16:45 – 17:00

Eröﬀnung
Prof. Dr. Hendrik Hagedorn (Business and Information
Technology School Berlin)

Panel1- Trump gegen den Rest der Welt – Was bedeutet der Machtwechsel politökonomisch?
17:00 – 18:00

Moderator: Prof. Dr. Stefan Kooths (Business and Information
Technology School Berlin, Institut für Weltwirtschaft Kiel)
Impulsvortrag: Prof. Dr. Erich Weede (Prof. em. der Universität
Bonn und Publizist)
Diskutanten:
Prof. Dr. Wolf Schäfer (Prof. em. der Helmut-Schmidt-Universität
Hamburg und Präsident der Hayek-Gesellschaft)
Prof. Dr. Erich Weede (Prof. em. der Universität Bonn)

18:00 – 18:15

Moderator: Prof. Dr. Hendrik Hagedorn (Business and
Information Technology School Berlin)
Impulsvortrag: Dr. Michael von Prollius (Unternehmensberater
und Publizist)
Diskutanten:
Dr. Oliver Treidler (Berater für Verrechnungspreise)
Dr. Michael von Prollius (Unternehmensberater und Publizist)

19:15 – 19:30

Snacks und Getränke

Panel 3 – Schein oder nicht Schein – Bargeld als gedruckte Freiheit
19:30 – 20:30

Moderator: Prof. Dr. Stefan Kooths (Business and Information
Technology School Berlin, Institut für Weltwirtschaft Kiel)
Impulsvortrag: Frank Schäﬄer (Ehemaliges Mitglied des
Bundestages und Leiter des Prometheus Instituts)
Diskutanten:
Frank Schäﬄer (Leiter des Prometheus Instituts)
Richard Zundritsch (Vorstandsmitglied des Hayek Instituts Wien)

20:30 – 21:00

Schlusswort
Barbara Kolm (Friedrich A. v. Hayek Institut, Austrian Economics
Center)
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Recap:
Dr. Michael von Prollius analyzes the schism of society.
We are witnessing a decoupling of the establishment
and populist movements that rekindle the discussion on
injustice. Centralization eﬀorts in Europe, the extension
of political responsibilities are going on systematically
since the 2nd World War. Everything is regulated from the
cradle to the grave. The state defines groups separated by
varying financial support and thus, split into controllable
units. All political parties are address the same groups
with similar messages. “The parties’ spectrum meets in
the center. What is happening? Beyond the contracting
center huge electoral potentials emerge that are not
served. Naturally, this will open up opportunities for new
parties. “ Populism is antiplural, antifidious and wants
to change society. The ideological program is to be the
benchmark for society. Populism is the reaction to bad
politics, bad institutions and paternalism of the citizens
on the pretext of protecting them, overly strong political
correctness, which narrows the thinking space. That is
why the EU became a revocable project. “Politics divide
society into groups and put them against each other.” It is
“staged policy” that creates diﬀerences. Parties that oﬀer
alternatives are excluded from the discussion. The pruning
of the freedom of the individual is a new phenomenon.
Oliver Treidler warns that in order to maintain the growing
centralist order, the EU needs to exercise more and more
coercion. Brexit will increase centralization because a
counterweight will be lost.

Snacks und Getränke

Panel 2 – Spaltung der Gesellschaft – Fakt oder Fake?
18:15 – 19:15
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The next panel evolved around money systems and cash.
Frank Schäﬄer stated that “ the financial crisis is still going
on.” Banks do not behave more responsibly than at the
beginning of the crisis. How do we get out of the problem?
The one way is to produce even more cheap money and
the other way is to try to get people’s cash. When banks
deposit with the ECB, they have to pay negative interest.
That is passed on to the customers. People are hoarding
their cash at home. This is in danger to be restricted:
without cash no hoarding. Cash is labelled as unattractive.
In Scandinavia, credit card payments are very common.
They had a financial crisis 10 years ago. As a result, only
4 banks remained and fewer cash dispensers. It was not
a voluntary decision. But now there is a movement in
Sweden that calls for a return to cash.
Cash is freedom: “Nobody asks: Where does the money
come from? What did I buy for it? “ It is a neutral
instrument with numerous advantages for Everyman.
For example, tipping money is tax-exempt in Germany. If
this were not given in cash any more, the tip would be
known to the treasury and that would tax the tips. Cash is
already gradually abolished: 500 € bills are discredited as
potential faces: one can no longer pay with it.
Richard Zundritsch states that debts have grown so much
that governments want to gain control of cash in order to
raise more taxes. The control of terrorism is just a pretext.
Alternatives to the present money system are discussed,
e.g. Bitcoin. But Bitcoin is not untouchable. In America,
Bitcoin already have been confiscated from drug dealers.
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Quotations:
“Individuality is not desired at all. One would like to
have well-behaved subjects who eagerly pay their taxes
and otherwise behave in the canon of what is politically
tractable and controllable.” (Michael von Prollius)
“The credo of the EU was ‘united in diversity’. The idea
of subsidiarity was diluted over the years.” (Oliver Treidler)
“Every transaction is to run through accounts, because
it is easier to involve customers in the financial crisis via
negative interest. Customers can not avoid that without
cash.” (Frank Schäﬄer)

Wolf Schäfer, Stefan Koths, Erich Weede

Michael von Prollius, Hendrik Hagedorn, Oliver Treidler

Richard Zundritsch, Stefan Kooths, Frank Schäﬄer
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LJUBLJANA

Ljubljana
April 24th
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Economics
Kardeljeva ploščad 17
Ljubljana,1000 Slovenia
Program
15:30 – 16:00

Registration

16:00 – 16:15

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
16:15 – 17:20

Moderator: Anže Šarabon (Chairman of the Board, Inštitut
Libertas)
Panelists:
Christopher Lingle (Universidad Francisco Marroquín)
Robert Murphy (Free Market Institute at Texas Tech University)
Mitja Steinbacher

17:20 – 17:40

Questions & Answers

17:40 – 18:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
18:00 – 19:00

Moderator: Marko Balažic (Think tank Fokus 2031)
Panelists:
Pieter Cleppe (Head of the Brussels Oﬃce, Open Europe)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Karl-Peter Schwarz (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung)
Bernhard Eduard Hauer
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19:00 – 19:15

Questions & Answers

19:15 – 19:30

Closing Remarks

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The event was kickstarted by Robert Murphy. Dr. Murphy
teaches at the Free Market Institute Texas Tech University
– which is led by Dr. Benjamin Powell.
Dr. Murphy spoke in favor of the benefits of trade.
Needless to say that the political consensus regarding the
positive eﬀects has changed since President Trump has
been elected.
In this sense, the American economist highlighted that a
usual criticism of free trade is that “it would only work if
all the other countries had it too.” However, Dr. Murphy
explained that free trade should be unilateral. This is
due to two reasons. Firstly, a country that has free trade
makes its own population richer per capita. Secondly,
limitations to trade take away options from individuals.
How can taking options away make people richer? Murphy
explained that there are two sorts of criticism towards
“free trade agreements.”
On the one hand, of course, one finds the “pure
protectionst” who oppose trade for a myriad of reasons.
On the other hand, there is a totally diﬀerent kind of
group. Murphy reminded the audience that when the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was
being negotiated several legitimate free traders and
Austrian economists were not in favor. These people were
concerned with many of the clauses that NAFTA included –
which made a “managed trade” agreement instead of real
free trade. Moreover, many feared the “harmonization of
regulation” that NAFTA demanded.
Christopher Lingle, an international economist based is
Asia, expressed his views on the raise of Trump and the
importance of free trade. According to him, “the Brexit
people and the Trump people could feel the pulse of the
electorate.” This is because populism succeeds because it
response to certain concerns of the population.
He summarized Trumponomics in three main proposals:
• lower tax rates and regulations to boost economic
growth (the only encouraging)
• increase constraints for illegal immigrants
• economic protectionism
Lingle thinks that people are confusing symptoms with
causes. They see, for example, huge trade deficits or
raising costs for the auto industry. But the reason for
this is not “unfair trade” or “bad deals.” The villain is in
regulations, public spending, and monetary policies.
Karl-Peter Schwartz spoke about the state of journalism.
He mentioned that Ludwig von Mises in the early forties
already realized that the relationship between journalists
and politicians was complicated. Mises thought that
journalists competed for attention. To get this attention
by the public they needed to publish news first. If they
were nice to politicians, they would get the news. Mises
lamented that because of this it was not even necessary to
corrupt journalists. Mr. Schwartz expressed that the social
status of journalists today is similar to the one of horse
carriage drivers. They might be needed from time to time,
but they are part of an old age. Schwartz claims that there is
an ideological crisis. Namely, political correctness. Political
correctness was developed by Communist theorists to
help the arrival of revolution. Journalists are imprisoned
by this perverse logic, concluded Mr. Schwartz.
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Quotations:
“Many people think of economic competition as war.
But the reality is that sellers compete with other sellers
to cooperate with you. And buyers compete with other
buyers to cooperate with the sellers. Competition and
trade are about human happiness. In the market there
are always mutual gains.” (Christopher Lingle)
“the Brexit people and the Trump people could feel the
pulse of the electorate.” (Christopher Lingle)

Pieter Cleppe, Marko Balažic, Federico Fernández, KarlPeter Schwarz, Bernhard Eduard Hauer

Cris Lingle, Mitja Steinbacher, Anže Šarabon, Robert Murphy
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ZAGREB

Zagreb
April 25th
Ekonomski Fakultet Zagreb
Trg J. F. Kennedyja 6
Zagreb,10000
Program
11:30 – 12:00

Registration

12:00 – 12:15

Opening and Welcome
Stephen Bartulica (President, Center for Renewal of Culture)
Nataša Erjavec ( Professor, Faculty of Economics)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- Cronyism in Croatia: How to Fight It?
12:15 – 13:00

Moderator: Dražen Ćurić
Panelists:
Marko Sladoljev (Candidate for Mayor) (TBC)
Bruna Esih (Candidate for Mayor) (TBC)
Stephen Bartulica (President, Center for Renewal of Culture)

13:00 – 13:15

Questions & Answers

12:20 – 13:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
13:30 – 14:15

Moderator: Cristina Berechet (World Taxpayers Organization
and General Manager of the Spanish Taxpayers Union)
Panelists:
Velimir Šonje (Arhivanalitika)
Robin Harris (Historian)
Michael Jäger (CEO, European Economic Senate)
Scott A. Hodge (President, Tax Foundation)
Christopher Lingle (Universidad Francisco Marroquín)

14:15 – 14:30

Recap:
This year we will visit more than forty cities. This exponential
growth has been possible in part to great partners such
as the Center for the Renewal of Culture and the Financial
Club. These groups are the co-hosts of the FMRS stop in
Zagreb. So, let’s go directly to the highlights of what was
said! Scott Hodge, the president of the American based Tax
Foundation, deplored the newspeak of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
He said that “the OECD is now talking about harmful tax
practices, and harmful tax competition. I agree there
might be harmful tax practices… to France and those who
do not want to compete.”
Mr. Hodge also claimed that we are living in an age of
overrated fear. “There is a lot of fear and anxiety that
jobs are being created at the expense of the American
workers.” This is not exclusive to the US, according to
Hodge. In Europe fear is also spreading. He consedired
that the phobia against Genetically Modified Organisms
(GMOs) is a great example of that. The economist Velimir
Šonje centered his talk on the ideas of President Trump’s
main economic advisor – Peter Navarro. Mr. Navarro is
a member of the democratic party notorious for his
criticisms of free trade, China, and Germany. Navarro has
deemed these two nations as “currency manipulators.”
Fortunately, Dr. Šonje believes that we are starting to see
a shift from Navarro’s influence and point of view towards
a more realistic approach. “As we all know, Germany
is a competitive regardless of the exchange rate,” he
concluded.
Michael Jäger, from the Bavarian Taxpayers Association,
gave a magnificent speech focused on the future of
Europe after Brexit. “Brexit was as unexpected as it was
unprepared for both the UK and the EU,” said the German
tax expert. He also lamented that, after Brexit, nothing
has changed in the European Union. Mr. Jäger believes
that it has been utterly demonstrated that “high taxation
means low economic growth.” That is why he espoused
the following approach to taxation:

Questions & Answers

Panel 3 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
14:30 – 15:10

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Moderator: Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for
Freedom, South East Europe Oﬃce)
Panelists:
Karl-Peter Schwarz (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung)

• tax competition
• tax deduction for start ups
• tax bonus for investment in R&D
• Examples: tax credit, no taxation on reinvested profits as
long as they remain in the company, if capital is pulled out
normal taxation (like Estonia)

Robert Murphy (Free Market Institute at Texas Tech University)
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15:10 – 15:30

Questions & Answers

15:30 – 15:45

Closing Remarks

Mr. Jäger seemed to be highly skeptical of the possibilities
of tax harmonization within the European Union. In his
own words, “there is no mandate to harmonize direct
taxes. We merely have to convince only one country
not to vote for tax harmonization and the project will be
dead.” Finally, the British historian Robin Harris spoke
about Brexit. He believed that “Brexit is in line with the
liberal tradition” because “the British anti-EU sentiment is
not due to an anti-trade position.” He also made some
distinctions regarding the term ‘populism.’ “Populism
today is a word used by the left when the left loses
elections,” he maintained. Nonetheless, he granted that
in economics populism can indeed be dangerous since it
oﬀers shortcuts.
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QUOTATIONS:
“Brexit was as unexpected as it was unprepared for
both the UK and the EU.” (Michael Jäger)
“Populism today is a word used by the left when the left
loses elections.” (Michael Jäger)

Marko Sladoljev, Stephen Bartulica, Bruna Esih, Dražen Ćurić
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ZURICH

Zurich
April 26th
Zunfthaus zur Waag
Münsterhof 8
Zürich, 8001 Switzerland
Program
18:00 – 18:30

Registrierung

18:30 – 18:40

Begrüßung
Pierre Bessard (Liberales Institut)
Barbara Kolm (F. A. v. Hayek Institut, Austrian Economics Center)

Keynote 1- (Un)Gerechte Bewegungen
18:40 – 19:00

Dagmar Schulze Heuling (Institut für Politische Wissenschaft und
Soziologie, Universität Bonn)

Keynote 2- Die Zukunft der freihändlerischen Globalisierung
19:00 – 19:20

Prinz Michael von und zu Liechtenstein (Gründer und
Vorsitzender der Geopolitical Information Service AG und
Präsident der European Centre of Austrian Economics
Foundation)

19:220 – 19:50

Diskussion
Moderator: Pierre Bessard (Direktor und Mitglied des
Stiftungsrates, Liberales Institut)
Diskutanten:
Dagmar Schulze Heuling (Institut für Politische Wissenschaft und
Soziologie, Universität Bonn)
Prinz Michael von und zu Liechtenstein (Gründer und
Vorsitzender der Geopolitical Information Service AG und
Präsident der European Centre of Austrian Economics
Foundation)
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19:50 – 20:00

Schlusswort

20:00 - 21:30

Apéro

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
For many observers, Britain’s decision to leave the
EU came as a surprise. In fact, withdrawal from the EU
represents a break on the path towards ever more
political centralization and closer union, which are
often portrayed as “alternative” in the mass media and
by the European authorities. What remains open is
the question of whether an independent Britain will
develop into a freer and more open country, or whether
national interventions and regulations at national level
will undermine this opportunity. The election of Donald
Trump to presidency came equally surprising. While some
are recognizing an emerging global uprising against the
elites, others see the election as a sign of the emergence
of a threatening economic nationalism that makes the
world more uncertain.
In his introduction, Pierre Bessard noted that Switzerland
has been considered one of the most competitive
countries, despite the fact that it is not a member of the
EU. Crucial for this success is the degree of economic
freedom and openness. Globalization is particularly
beneficial for the less well-oﬀ in society as it increases their
purchasing power and freedom of choice as consumers.
Instead of “globalization losers” one should rather speak
of “regulation and tax losers”, which are pushed down by
inflexible labor markets, protectionism and an excessive
tax burden.
Barbara Kolm reminded the audience that in the case of
free trade it is as with freedom: one only knows what one
has when one has lost it. Switzerland should continue to
uphold the Torch of Freedom and thus serve as a model
for others.
Dagmar Schulze Heuling spoke of the so-called “populist
movements” which rebel against the interventionist and
illiberal political establishment. Liberals are divided into
two diﬀerent bearings. One is optimistic and sees the
Brexit and further exit threats of other EU member states
as conducive to the liberal cause, potentially leading to
an improvement at the national level as opposed to the
over-regulation and centralization of the EU. Others are
critical because most populist movements aim at a closed
society.
Prince Michael von und zu Liechtenstein talked about
the future of globalization. The experience of the last
30 to 40 years shows that free trade, subsidized by the
WTO, relieved many people from poverty. This increased
international competition led to innovation and progress.
Countries would depend on each other by exchanging
goods, capital and technology, which would tend to
pacify the world. Free trade, however, also entailed
changes which some people fear and of what political
demagogues take advantage. The global division of labor
rather promotes productivity, quality and innovation. On
the other hand, protectionism and the inflexibility of trade
unions leading to the foreclosure of competition and
declining of the sectors concerned were problematic. For
consumers, free trade is a clear success story.
In the ensuing discussion, the risk was considered low
that the world would sink into chaos and the quality of life
would drop drastically.
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Dagmar Schulze Heuling

ZURICH

Prinz Michael von Liechtenstein
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BELGRADE

Belgrade
April 26th
Cultural Center Parobrod (UK Parobrod)
Kapetan Mišina 6a
Belgrade, 11000 Serbia
Program
14:00 – 14:15

Registration

14:15 – 14:30

Opening and Welcome
Petar Čekerevac (Executive Manager, Libek)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
14:30 – 15:30

Moderator: Nikola Todorić (Political science student, Faculty of
Political Sciences)
Keynote speaker: Christopher Lingle (Visiting Professor of
Economics, Universidad Francisco Marroquín)
Panelists:
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Mihailo Gajić (Program Director – Economic Research
Department, Libertarian club Libek)
Marko Milanković (Communications Manager, Nelt)

15:30 – 15:45

Questions & Answers

15:45 – 16:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Sharing Economy
16:00 – 17:15

Moderator: Zoja Kukić (Startit)
Keynote speaker: Robert Murphy (Research Assistant
Professor, Free Market Institute at Texas Tech University)
Panelists:
Vuk Guberinić (Entrepreneur, Cargo)
Aleksandar Kokotović (European Programs Director, Students
for Liberty)
Đorđe Krivokapić (Policy Director, Share Foundation)

17:15 – 17:30
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Questions & Answers

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show -the biggest libertarian event
on Earth- paid its yearly visit to Belgrade. We teamed up
with Libek, a local think tank which advocates for individual
freedom.
Although it was the main point of discussion of last year’s
FMRS, the sharing economy remains a topic of great
interest. That is why a full panel was devoted to this
issue. The panel started with a keynote speech by Robert
Murphy. Dr. Murphy is a professor at the Free Market
Institute (Texas Tech University). All those students
interested in an academic career in economics should
check their PhD program. Dr. Murphy said that the term
“sharing economy” can be misleading. He explained that
it does not consist in sharing in the same way you can
lend your bicycle to somebody. Nevertheless, the sharing
economy allows to economize existing resources. He
believes that the sharing economy is going to expand.
“The first time you take an Uber you realize that you will
never take a taxi again. Consumers prefer it.”
Regarding the topic of regulations, Murphy acknowledged
that hotels have building regulations. However, the
problem are the regulations themselves, and not
platforms such as airb’n’b. He asked why, for instance, the
fire regulations that apply to a child sleeping at his home
are not the same to the ones of a businessman sleeping
in a hotel.
Vuk Guberinić, from the ride-sharing company Cargo,
explained that the sharing economy makes things easier
for old people, regardless of their age. He also highlighted
that the sharing economy lets people start projects without
worrying to have to pay taxes. “This is very important in
the early stages of a business (and for young people with
no capital),” Mr. Guberinić emphasized.
Aleksandar Kokotović, the European Programs Director
of Students for Liberty, spoke about the relationship
that young people have with work. According to him,
“sometimes young people the free lancing lifestyle.”
What is more, Mr. Kokotović claimed that the possibilities
the sharing economy provides are not merely to allow
young individuals to obtain an additional income. “The
sharing economy will help young Serbians to work on
their own, in spite of the regulations.”
Finally came the turn of Đorđe Krivokapić. Mr. Krivokapić
is the Policy Director of the Share Foundation. The Serbian
lawyer announced that major economic changes are
coming and that “cartels and many existing industries will
be destructed.” This is because the sharing economy is
about eﬃciency and optimization. Mr. Krivokapić brought
some good eco-news: “We will use resources in the most
eﬃcient and environmental friendly way.”
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Quotations:
“The first time you take an Uber you realize that you
will never take a taxi again. Consumers prefer it.” (Robert
Murphy)
“The sharing economy will help young Serbians to work
on their own, in spite of the regulations.” (Aleksandar
Kokotović)

Federico N. Fernández, Mihailo Gajić, Cris Lingle, Marko
Milanković, Nikola Todorić

Robert Murphy, Aleksandar Kokotović, Zoja Kukić, Vuk Guberinić, Đorđe Krivokapić
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VIENNA

Vienna
April 27th
Hayek Saal
Grünangergasse 1/15-1
Vienna, 1010 Austria
Program
13:30 – 13:45

Registration

13:45 – 14:00

Begrüssung
Barbara Kolm (Präsident des Hayek Instituts und Direktor des
Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- Trump und Brexit - Was bedeutet der Machtwechsel polit-ökonomisch?
Dieses Panel wird in der Landessprache abgehalten.
14:00 – 15:00

Moderator: Barbara Kolm (Präsident des Hayek Instituts und
Direktor des Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
Manfred Moschner (ACS Moschner & Co GmbH)
Andreas Unterberger (Das nicht ganz unpolitische Tagebuch
www.andreas-unterberger.at)
Thomas Bachheimer (Goldstandard Institut)

15:00 – 15:15

Questions & Answers

15:15 – 15:30

Pause

Panel 2 – Intellectual Property Rights
15:30 – 16:30

Moderator: Barbara Kolm (Präsident des Hayek Instituts und
Direktor des Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
Amitabh Mehta (Innovative Financing Solutions)
Markus Fichtinger (Senior Expert, ECONOMICA – Institute of
Economic Research)
Jared Parks (US Chamber of Commerce)

16:30 – 16:45

Questions & Answers

16:45 – 17:00

Closing Remarks
Barbara Kolm (Präsident des Hayek Instituts und Direktor des
Austrian Economics Center)
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Recap:
The first panel was dedicated to Brexit and Donald Trump.
The journalist Andreas Unterberger talked about the
fundamental developments in world aﬀairs, which in his
opinion haven’t changed even after the Brexit vote and
US election last year. Among the greatest dangers of
today’s Europe are the advancing Islamization and mass
migration which results in an increasing risk of terror. A
huge loss of confidence can be seen in EU countries when
it comes to democracy and free trade.
Thomas Bachheimer continued by taking a closer look at
the economic consequences of Brexit. For Great Britain,
the EU has always been about trade rather than a possible
United States of Europe. Only when the Brits realized that
the union wants more and more integration an exit was
made possible. So far, however, there have been little
negative consequences, even though in the medium term,
inflation will rise and by that leads to painful, but necessary
adjustments in the British economy. Britain has a trade
deficit with EU countries, imports goods, and exports
workforce - the EU therefore will lose an important trade
partner.
Manfred Moschner, argued in favor of Donald Trump. He
claimed that there have been totalitarian developments in
the US in the last decade - to invest in the country at the
moment “is close to masochism” - but Trump emerged as
the last hope. Most of his ideas are consistent with classical
liberalism, and according to Moschner: “Admittedly, he is
opposed to free trade treaties, but only because they are
regulated trade. Trump is in fact a true “free trader.” The
only problem is that the entire Washington apparatus is
opposed to him and fights back. Either Trump will be the
savior, or another pawn of the political system.
On the second panel Amitabh Mehta, Markus Fichtinger,
and Jared Parks discussed pros and cons of strong
Intellectual Property Rights.
Markus Fichtinger explained that robust IP systems
provide the greatest incentives for innovators to create
the next generation of goods and services, artists to
produce original works, and entrepreneurs to enter the
marketplace. They also allow for sharing of knowledge and
technological advancement. Austrian economists more
or less criticize administration costs and complicated
legislation for obtaining a patent. Menger’s position on
IPRs is unclear, Böhm – Bawerk is against, Mises accepts it
and Rothbard is pro copyrights/against patents. Then he
presented the results of the survey, which show that the
number of registration of patents is growing over the last
few years. Mr. Fichtinger is convinced that patents activity
is relevant for economics activity.
Afterwards Jared Parks drew attention to International IP
Index, which benchmarks the IP standards in 45 global
economies, representing roughly 90% of global GDP.
Amitabh Mehta spoke about IPRs in the field of medicines
and how much impact IPRs have on the development
of drugs. He explained that investors only invest in
products with patents, because they provide a return on
investment. If there is no protection, nobody will invest
money, because there will be no return.
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Quotations:
“The perceptions of the man on the street and the one
in Brussels couldn’t be farther apart from one another.”
(Barbara Kolm)
“There is a increasing loss of democratic identity. People
lose trust in politicians and ask for a strong man. As If we
hadn’t enough experience with strong men.” (Andreas
Unterberger)
“IP is a core property right that’s fundamental to free
markets and personal liberty as much as physical property
rights. (...) IP rights are a driver of innovation, a creator of
jobs, and ultimately benefit society at large.” (Jared Parks)
“The pharma industry would only invest in new drugs
when there is return to be made. (...) If you don’t have IP
rights, no pharma industry would invest.” (Amitabh Mehta)

Andreas Unterberger, Manfred Moschner, Thomas
Bachheimer

Jared Parks, Amitabh Mehta, Markus Fichtinger
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BUDAPEST

Budapest
April 27th
Cornivus University, Room 3005, 3rd Floor
Fővám tér 8.
Budapest,1093Hungary
Program
15:00 – 15:15

Registration

15:15 – 15:30

Opening and Welcome
John O’Sullivan (President, Danube Institute)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
15:30 – 16:15

Moderator: John O’Sullivan (President, Danube Institute)

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited the city of Budapest,
capital of Hungary. We teamed up with the Danube
Institute and the Corvinus University.
The FMRS event featured a special panel on healthcare – a
topic the Danube Institute is currently discussing. Petra
Baji, an economist from the Corvinus University, talked
about informal payments in the health industry. These
sort of payments are a major issue in the whole of Central
Europe and are naturally related to the socialized medical
systems.
The main characteristics of these sort of payments are the
following:
• outside the oﬃcial payment channels
• not registered by the state
• made without an oﬃcial receipt
• paid directly to the physicians

Panelists:
Christopher Lingle (Visiting Professor of Economics, Universidad
Francisco Marroquín)
Robert Murphy (Free Market Institute at Texas Tech University)
16:15 – 16:30

Questions & Answers

16:30 – 16:45

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Health Care in Hungary: Needs, Access and Quality of Health Services in
Hungary and Comparison to Other Regions Countries
16:45 – 17:30

Moderator: Péter Ákos Bod (Chairman of the Economic Policy
Department, Corvinus University)
Panelists:

The possible explanations why these payments are made
are:
• socio-cultural: just a “tip”
• legal-ethical: lack of transparency and administrative
issues
• economic: shortage and low salaries of physicians
These payments do not represent a large part of
healthcare expenditures. However, one in two patients
pay these sort of “tips.” Moreover, in the case of maternity
care, in Hungary and Ukraine seventy per cent of patients
pay these “gratitude” payments.

László Gulácsi (Head of the Department of Health Economics,
Corvinus University)
Petra Baji (Associate Professor at the Department of Health
Economics, Corvinus University)
17:30 – 17:45

Questions & Answers

17:45 – 18:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
18:00 – 18:45

Moderator: Péter Ákos Bod (Chairman of the Economic Policy

Dr. Erich Weede gave a strong presentation on the current
aﬀairs of Europe. Dr. Weede started his talk comparing
the alternatives Europe had at the end of the World War
II. On the one hand, The American “empire”, which was an
empire by invitation. On the other, the Soviet Union. This
was not by invitation. In this context, the basis of Western
unity was economic freedom and the progress it brings.
Unfortunately, Dr. Weede thinks that “our unity has been
undermined by the mistakes of our politicians.”

Department, Corvinus University)
Panelists:
Erich Weede (Professor of Sociology, University of Bonn)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
18:45 – 19:00

Questions & Answers

19:00 – 19:15

Closing Remarks
Péter Ákos Bod (Chairman of the Economic Policy Department,
Corvinus University)
John O’Sullivan (President, Danube Institute)
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For instance, he claimed that the failure of the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) failed bacause of
the short-sightedness of the German Chancellor. “If Ms.
Merkel had invested her political capital in the transatlantic
partnership instead of refugees or Greece, we would have
free trade with the US,” explained Weede.
About the refugees, Weede was highly critical. “Angela
Merkel had the great idea that we have to welcome the
poor of all around the world. Especially the Muslims,
because they like our Western Civilization so much.”
Dr. Weede believes that it is in these series of political
failures where we can find the reasons and background
for Brexit. But the absolute deal breaker was the million
refugees Ms. Merkel accepted. The German psychologist
and economist finished his remarks making a plea for
free markets: “Unless we Europeans restore our faith in
economic freedom, the prospects are dim.”
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Quotations:
“If Ms. Merkel had invested her political capital in the
transatlantic partnership instead of refugees or Greece,
we would have free trade with the US.” (Erich Weede)
“Unless we Europeans restore our faith in economic
freedom, the prospects are dim.” (Erich Weede)

John O’Sullivan

Cris Lingle
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BRATISLAVA

Bratislava
April 28th
Hotel Tatra
Námestie 1. mája 5
Bratislava,811 06 Slovakia
Program
08:45 – 09:00

Registration

09:00 – 09:10

Opening and Welcome
Richard Ďurana (INESS, Slovakia)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
09:10 – 10:30

Moderator: Lukáš Krivošík (journalist, .týždeň weekly)
Panelists:
Robert Murphy (Research Assistant Professor, Free Market
Institute at Texas Tech University)
Christopher Lingle (Universidad Francisco Marroquín)
Juraj Karpiš (INESS, Slovakia)
Michael Jäger (Taxpayers Association of Europe)
Jaroslav Naď (Slovak Security Policy Institute, Slovakia)

10:30 – 10:40

Questions & Answers

10:40 – 11:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
11:00 – 12:15

Moderator: Peter Bárdy (Editor-in-chief, Aktuality.sk)
Panelists:
Erich Weede (Professor of Sociology, University of Bonn)
Eugen Jurzyca (MP, Freedom and Solidarity, Slovakia)
John von Kaufmann (Embassy of Canada in Slovakia)
Ivan Štefunko (Progresívne Slovensko)
Richard Ďurana (INESS, Slovakia)

12:15 – 12:30

Questions & Answers

12:30 – 13:00

Closing Remarks
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
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Recap:
As usual, the event in Bratislava was a huge success in all
metrics. The venue was packed. The media coverage was
wide. And the level of the discussion was notably high. This
is so due to our local partner in Slovakia, the Institute of
Economic and Social Studies (INESS). INESS monitors the
functioning and financing of the public sector, evaluates
the eﬀects of legislative changes on the economy and
society, and conducts in-depth analyses and drafts
reform proposals. It is the most frequently quoted Slovak
economic think tank in broadcast and print media.
The discussion was kickstarted by the American economist
Christopher Lingle. He noticed that free trade and special
economic zones are an admission by governments that
their taxes are too high. “The irony,” Lingle added, “is
that most of the times these governments give better
opportunities to foreign than to local investors.”
The next speaker was Robert Murphy who is a professor at
the Free Market Institute (Texas Tech University). All those
students interested in an academic career in economics
should check their PhD program. Dr. Murphy made a
great eﬀort to shed some light over the criticisms to
free trade that come from the Trump administration. He
referred to the white paper written by the socialdemocrat
economist Peter Navarro – who is the president’s main
economic advisor. He mentioned that in the recently
announced Republican tax reform package there was a
claim for ‘fairness’ in international taxation. This concern
lies in what Navarro believes is an asymmetry.
The reasoning goes like this. The US government levies
taxes via the corporate income tax. Other countries,
however, do so via a VAT. This means that, for example,
an American exporter pays income tax in the US, while
a German exporter gets a rebate for the VAT. The US
does not levy an income tax on German companies
but American companies pay full VAT in Germany. Dr.
Murphy said that, regardless that this argument has been
criticized, it is important to understand what underlies the
anti-trade rhetoric of the Trump administration. Murphy
emphasized that politics should be distinguished from
commerce. “A country with no political alliances could
still practice free trade. In this way they can keep their
sovereignty and still enjoy the benefits of trade.”
Juraj Karpiš, economist and researcher at INESS, gave
fiery speech about the European Union’s war on cash. Mr.
Karpiš started his presentation bringing some clarity over
a common fallacy. Terrorism is often used as an excuse
by most governments to wage war on cash. But in reality,
terrorist attacks tend to be very definitely inexpensive. He
continued: “The real reason is fiat money – which is out
of control.” According to the Slovak economist, what we
have now is so-called “PhD money.” Instead of systems of
control such as the gold standard, our money is currently
controlled by economists with PhDs. And because we have
such questionable money, people are trying to protect
themselves. “This is really why the European Central Bank
wants to ban cash,” explained Karpiš. He finally noticed
that people demanded high denomination bills like
the abolished five hundred euro note. Regardless, the
government monopoly stopped producing them. “This is
utterly absurd,” lamented Mr. Karpiš.
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Quotations:
“In Germany we know that walls are not the best idea.”
(Michael Jäger)
“The irony is that most of the times these governments
give better opportunities to foreign than to local investors”
(Christopher Lingle)
“A country with no political alliances could still practice
free trade. In this way they can keep their sovereignty and
still enjoy the benefits of trade.” (Robert Murphy)

Erich Weede, Peter Bárdy , Ivan Štefunko, John von
Kaufmann, Eugen Jurzyca
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KOMOTINI

Komotini
May 8th
Business and Industrial Chamber of Commerce
N.Rodopis
Kaveiron 12 Komotini, 69100 Greece
Program
15:30 – 16:00

Registration

16:00 – 16:10

Opening and Welcome
Nikolaos Kostopoulos (General Manager, Youth Business
Network)

Oﬃcial Presentation Insights of Free Market Road Show Komotini: Local Challenges
16:10 – 16:20

Dimitra Dalampini (Conference Manager)
Marietta Tselepi (Conference Manager)

16:20 – 16:30

Greetings from Local Politicians

Panel1- Troubled Times in a Divided World
This panel will be held in English.
16:30 – 17:15

Moderator: Eleutheria Tzanakouli
Keynote speaker: Leszek Balcerowicz (Warsaw School of
Economics and The Civil Development Forum Foundation)
Panelists:
Jamie Bologna (Research Fellow, Free Market Institute)
“Lessons from reforms after socialism – best praxis from Poland”
by Ewa Balcerowicz (Supervisory Council, CASE – Center for
Social and Economic Research)

17:15 – 17:30

Questions & Answers

Keynote – Opportunities in Succeeding at EU Institutions
This presentation will be held in Greek.
17:30 – 17:45

Lamprini Koletsi (Student Ambassador, EU Careers)

17:45 – 18:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – From Brexit to Trump: A Chain Reaction on the Free Trade Era
This panel will be held in English.
18:00 – 18:30

Moderator: Eleutheria Tzanakouli
Keynote speaker: Dan Mitchell (Senior Fellow, Cato Institute)
Panelists:
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Carlyle Rogers (Owner, Staﬀord Group of Companies)

18:30 – 18:45

Questions & Answers

18:45 – 19:00

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – The Art of Career Selection
This panel will be held in Greek.
19:00 – 12:00

Moderator: Eleutheria Tzanakouli
Panelists:
Anestis Vafeiadis (Hellenic Confederation of Professionals,
Craftsmen & Merchants)
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20:00 – 20:15

Closing Remarks

20:30 – 22:00

Networking Event

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show started its Greek four-city-lap
in Komotini. Teaming up with the Youth Business Network
the event gathered more than 150 - mostly young libertarians eager to listen to our message. Komotini
also marked the this year’s debut of Leszek Balcerowicz
as speaker. Mr. Balcerowicz led the team that was in
charge of the Polish transition in the early nineties. He
is definitely the architect of that successful process. The
Polish reformer started his talk asking whether capitalism
is to blame for crises. According to him, the worst crises
we have witnessed are what happened in Mao’s China,
Stalin’s Soviet Union, and Maduro’s Venezuela. Far from
capitalist leaders, indeed.
He proposed a similar exercise about unemployment.
“Let’s compare France and Germany. Both are members
of the European Union. But in France they have a very rigid
labor market and in Germany they do not. Is this because
of free markets? No! It is because of very bad regulations.”
Speaking of bad regulations and how to be an eﬀective
reformer, Mr. Balcerowicz claimed that “the experience of
countries that left Socialism is that radical reforms work.
If you have a lot of distortions, slow reforms will not work.
They will be stopped. You have to prepare your strategy,
mobilize, and then maintain them.” He urged young
people to fight for freedom. “In countries where economic
freedom is abolished, you cannot have democracy. When
they take away economic freedom, they take all the other
freedoms, too.”
When young people organize and fight for freedom,
from time to time they will. However, Mr. Balcerowicz
considered certain that if they do nothing, they will always
lose. “You do not wait for other people to act. If you do
not act, the bad regimes become stronger.” Komotini
also marked the first appearance of Jamie Bologna. Ms.
Bologna is a researcher at the Free Market Institute (Texas
Tech University) – which is led by Dr. Benjamin Powell. The
FMI is one of the most dynamic alternatives for graduate
students who want to make a PhD in economics influenced
by the Austrian School. The American economist pointed
out that, although things may not be perfect and we might
be living in times of crisis, “The World’s GDP has been
flat for a very long time but in the last centuries we have
experienced amazing growth. That is why poverty levels
are falling spectacularly.”
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Quotations:
“In countries where economic freedom is abolished, you
cannot have democracy. When they take away economic
freedom, they take all the other freedoms, too.” (Leszek
Balcerowicz)
“You do not wait for other people to act. If you do not act,
the bad regimes become stronger.” (Leszek Balcerowicz)

Jamie Bologna, Ewa Balcerowicz, Leszek Balcerowicz,
Marietta Tselepi, Dimitra Dalampini

Anestis Vafeiadis
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THESSALONIKI

Thessaloniki
May 9th
Ceremony Hall of Aristotle University
Thessaloniki, 541 24 Greece
Program
16:00 – 16:45

Registration

16:45 – 17:00

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- Troubled Times in a Divided World
The European Union after Brexit & the eroding European values; are France and the
Netherlands next? How to close the gap between people and elites; The parallel world of
the media. - This panel will be held in english.
17:00 – 17:50

Moderator: Efi Kousta (M.Ed. In Teaching English to non-natives)
Keynote speaker: Leszek Balcerowicz (Warsaw School of
Economics and The Civil Development Forum Foundation)
Panelists:
Jamie Bologna (Research Fellow, Free Market Institute)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
“Lessons from reforms after socialism – best praxis from Poland”
by Ewa Balcerowicz (Chairwoman of the Supervisory Council,
CASE – Center for Social and Economic Research)

17:50 – 18:00

Questions & Answers

Presentation: Opportunities in succeeding at EU Institutions
This presentation will be held in greek.
18:00 – 18:15

Lamprini Koletsi (Student Ambassador, EU Careers)

18:15 – 18:40

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – From Brexit to Trump: A chain reaction on the free trade era
Economic consequences of Brexit and Trump’s policies; Trade agreements, sharing
economy, intellectual property and the Public interest. - This panel will be held in english.
18:40 – 19:30

Moderator: Efi Kousta (M.Ed. In Teaching English to non natives)
Keynote speaker: Dan Mitchell (Senior Fellow, Cato Institute)
Panelists:
Carlyle Rogers (Owner, Staﬀord Group of Companies)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Stefanos Konstantinidis (Inart, Project Management Institute)

19:30 – 19:40

Questions & Answers

19:40 – 20:00

Coﬀee Break

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
One of the capitals of the FMRS is, without any doubt,
Thessaloniki. In that Macedonian city, the event is
organized by a former intern of the Austrian Economics
Center – Anna Kotsaki. Ms. Kotsaki and her team do, year
after year, a fantastic job. 2017 was no exception, and
Thessaloniki marked one of the highest points of the Road
Show. In this short summary of the discussion, we would
like to highlight the criticisms towards two important
contemporary leaders – Donald Trump and Jean Claude
Juncker. Carlyle Rogers, a businessman from Anguila – a
British overseas territory left very interesting concepts
regarding both Brexit and Trump.
Mr. Rogers claimed that the Brexit issue cannot be properly
understood without a certain historical background. He
explained that, after the World War II, citizens from other
parts of the Commonwealth were invited to England to
help with the reconstruction. In those years, cities like
Manchester or Coventry were almost completely destroyed
due to the German bombing campaigns. This invitation,
however, made a part of the British population “anxious.”
Already in 1968 politicians and sectors of the society were
expressing concerns that the demography of the England
was changing too suddenly due to the newcomers. Mr.
Carlyle considers that Brexit today echoes some of the
same fears. Namely, immigration out of control. “I am
sympathetic to Brexit from the economic perspective.
However, we cannot have an honest discussion without
saying that immigration was at the heart of the issue.”
About President Trump, he expressed that “he is probably
an autocrat.” Mr. Carlyle questioned that president Trump
may hold any libertarian points of view.
Then came the turn of Barbara Kolm. Dr. Kolm is the
Director of both the Free Market Road Show and the
Austrian Economics Center. She started her remarks
bashing The President of the European Commission.
“When Juncker opens an event in Italy speaking in French
and says that English is not important anymore – that is
childish.” She then talked about the threat of protectionism
– with examples at both sides of the Atlantic. She explained
that whenever there is free trade, economies grow. This is
mainly because free trade is about the division of labor.
Finally, she reminded that Europeans should not merely
criticize Trump’s rhetoric while there is so much to do
in their own continent. For instance, she reminded that
“Estonia used to be more open to trade than it is today…
but this changed due to EU regulations.”

Panel 3 – Entrepreneural Lab
How innovative business ideas lead to successful business stories of modern
entrepreneurship – The bright examples of Yummy Wallet, Linegroup and Alibaba, RE/MAX
Multinational Real Estate Company and Karagiannis Group. - This panel will be held in greek.
20:00 – 20:45

Moderator: Efi Kousta (M.Ed. In Teaching English to non-natives)
Panelists:
Theofilos Mylonas (Founder and CEO of Yummy Wallet)
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Paris Panagiotidis (LineGroup, Global Service Partner of Alibaba)

The Free Market Road Show Thessaloniki is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives

Konstantinos Kolovos (Top 100 broker, REMAX Global)

and Reformists in Europe.

Giannis Karagiannis (Top 100 broker, REMAX Global)

The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views

20:45 – 21:00

Questions & Answers

expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The

21:00 – 21:10

Closing Remarks

European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“[Trump’s] actions as president will undermine
democratic governance in the United States.” (Carlyle
Rogers)
“If Trump closes borders, life will be more diﬃcult for the
American consumer. Tariﬀs will bring prices up and wages
low.” (Barbara Kolm)

Stefanos Konstantinidis, Barbara Kolm, Leszek
Balcerowicz, Carlyle Rogers

Interview with Dan Mitchell
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LARISA

Larisa
May 10th
Larisa Chamber of Commerce
Papakyriazi 44
Larisa, 41222 Greece
Program
15:30 – 15:50

Registration

15:50 – 16:00

Opening and Welcome

Panel1- The agriculture industry and potential reforms to EU policy making for
agriculture
16:00 – 16:15

Keynote speaker: xxxx
Panelists:
Konstantinos Tzanakoulis (Mayor of Larisa city)
Vassilis Kokalis (Deputy Minister of Rural Development and Food)

16:15 – 16:30

Questions & Answers

Panel 2 – A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
16:30 – 17:15

Moderator: Anna Kotzaki
Keynote speaker: Dan Mitchell (Senior Fellow, Cato Institute)
Panelists:
Jamie Bologna (Research Fellow, Free Market Institute)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)

17:15 – 17:30

Questions & Answers

17:30 – 17.45

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
17:45 – 18:30

Moderator: TBA
Keynote speaker: Carlyle Rogers (Staﬀord Group of Companies)
Panelists:
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)

18:30 – 18:45

Questions & Answers

Presentation: The future of youth entrepreneurship
18:45 – 19:10

Sousana Patsoumi – Kalfa |(Atlas Consulting Business Strategist)

19:10 – 20:30

Networking event

20:30

Closing Remarks

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited Larisa (Greece) for
the first time. A packed house and the town’s Mayor
Konstantinos Tzanakoulis welcomes the FMRS. This is a
visit that it seems will become a regular stop in future
editions. Our congratulations to the Youth Business
Network – co-organizers of the event.
American economist and Cato Institute Senior Fellow
Dan Mitchell analyzed the Trump presidency so far and
the Greek economic reality. He pointed out that “we
were waiting for the end of the World (after Trump was
elected) but it looks like a heavy rain, not a tsunami. We
are going to slip a little bit but not a lot.” The big picture of
the election, nonetheless, is for Mitchell the confrontation
of populism versus the elites. “As an economist, I am not
in the side of the populists. However, the elites bear some
of the blame.”
And in the case of Greece he explained that, although
the Troika bares some of the blame, they cannot be
considered the main culprit of the Greek economic
tragedy. “Your politicians,” Mitchell told the audience,
“cannot resist spending money. That is the fundamental
cause of your collapse.” With such spendaholic politicians
Greece will never have a thriving private sector. This is
because “the economy is not a free lunch. You cannot
spend the same euro twice. Whenever the government
grows in size, necessarily is shrinking the private sector.”
Barbara Kolm gave a passionate speech defending
business and entrepreneurship. She started by expressed
concerns of the anti-business mentality that seems to be
prevailing in the European Union. “There a lot of people
in Europe making sure that business is not possible.”
Ms. Kolm thinks that this, in part, is due to the immense
power bureaucrats seem to have. They have the power
and can exercise it with almost no responsibility. “We are
now run by bureaucrats. They are utterly unaccountable,”
she sentenced. Kolm said something similar about
European politicians. “They do not think when they spend
our money.” All this combines to create a very diﬃcult
and harsh environment for entrepreneurs and business
people in Europe. According to Kolm, they face taxes,
regulations, and something even worse. Namely, lack of
social prestige. “Business people and entrepreneurs have
lost the moral high ground,” she concluded.

The Free Market Road Show Larisa is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and
Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“Your politicians cannot resist spending money. That is
the fundamental cause of your collapse.” (Dan Mitchell)
“The economy is not a free lunch. You cannot spend the
same euro twice. Whenever the government grows in size,
necessarily is shrinking the private sector.” (Dan Mitchell)

Sousana Patsoumi, Konstantinos Tzanakoulis

Jamie Bologna,Barbara Kolm, Anna Kotzaki, Dan
Mitchell
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ATHENS

Athens
May 11th
R/S 9.84 Amphitheatre
Technopolis, Gazi
Athens, 118 54 Greece
Program
16:30 – 17:00

Registration

17:00 – 17:30

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
17:30 – 18:20

Moderator: Themistoklis Kossidas (Financial auditor at Hellenic
Capital Market Commission)
Keynote speaker: Dan Mitchell (Senior fellow at CATO Institute)
Panelists:
Jamie Bologna (Research Fellow, Free Market Institute)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)

18:20 – 18:30

Questions & Answers

18:30 – 18:40

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
18:40 – 19:30

Moderator: Harry Papasotiriou (Panteion University)
Keynote speaker: Leszek Balcerowicz (Warsaw School of
Economics, The Civil Development Forum Foundation)
Panelists:
Carlyle Rogers (Owner, Staﬀord Group of Companies)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
“Lessons from reforms after socialism – best praxis from Poland”
by Ewa Balcerowicz (Chairwoman of the Supervisory Council,
CASE – Center for Social and Economic Research)

19:30 – 19:40

Questions & Answers

Panel 3 – The need for liberalization and education for the development of
enterpreneurship
19:40 – 20:40

Moderator: Andreas Zampoukas (Publishing Consultant)
Panelists:
Aliki Mitsakos (“International Center for Innovative Studies”)
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Recap:
Ms. Bologna Pavlik spoke about the economics of trade.
She started criticizing her fellow economists due to certain
misunderstandings regarding trade. She then explained
that boundaries are something artificial and the benefits
of trade do not disappear because of a boundary. Yet, she
told that even most of her undergraduate students are
reluctant about the benefits of trade. This is due to the
fact that the main benefits of free trade are not known or
recognized by the general population. Namely:
1) Trade makes people better oﬀ when preferences diﬀer
2) Trade increases productivity through specialization and
division of knowledge
3) Trade increases productivity through comparative
advantage.
While these benefits are usually ignored, the so-called
detriments of trade are widely popularized. These are the
twin demons of trade deficits and loss of jobs.
Ms. Pavlik clarified that these fears are overrated. She also
made clear that trade barriers are harmful – especially to
poor people.
Ewa Balzerowicz talked about countries transitioning from
communism after 1989. She analyzed her native country,
Poland, which is one of the most successful examples. The
results of the socialist economic policies introduced in
Central and Eastern European countries after the II World
War are:
• low productivity
• low innovativeness
• massive waste
• catastrophic policies which produced deep decline in
GDP and sometimes in population (Stalinism, Maoism)
“In 1950 Spain and Poland’s GDP per capita were very
similar,” Ms. Balcerowicz explained, “but between 1950 and
1990 Poland grew two times but Spain grew five times.”
According to Ms. Balcerowicz, Poland was the first country
to start both economic and political transitions. “Already in
1989 we had some liberalization and privatization and in
1990 the country saw a full-fledged package of reforms.”
The economic results of these transformations are
spectacular. “In 1990 Poland’s GDP per capita was 41.9
per cent of the Spanish one. However, in 2015 our GDP
per capita reached a staggering 78.5 per cent compared
to the one of Spaniards.” She finally raised some concerns
about the political trajectories of her country Poland, and
Hungary.

Kostas Stoupas (Journalist)
Agis Veroutis (Entrepreneur)
George Panos (Professor at Glasgow University)
Nikolaos Philippas (Professor at University of Piraeus)
20:30 – 20:40

Questions & Answers

20:40 – 20:50

Networking event

20:50 – 21:00

Closing Remarks

The Free Market Road Show Athens is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and
Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“Protectionism will not help the ones who are worse oﬀ.
It is going to raise the prices for them.” (Bologna Pavlik)
“Economists should take some of the blame – people
do not understand the benefits of trade.” (Bologna Pavlik)
“Under the Kaczynski and Orban administrations,
Poland and Hungary seem to be heading towards
authoritarianism.” (Ewa Balzerowicz)

Kostas Stoupas, Agis Veroutis, Andreas Zampoukas,
Aliki Mitsakos, Nikolaos Philippas, George Panos

Barbara Kolm, Dan Mitchell, Themistoklis Kossidas,
Federico Fernández, Jamie Bologna
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NICOSIA

Nicosia
May 12th
University of Nicosia
46 Makedonitissas Avenue, Engomi
Nicosia, 1700 Cyprus
Program
16:00 – 16:30

Registration

16:30 – 16:40

Opening and Welcome
Nikolaos Kostopoulos (Youth Business Network)
Yiannis Constantinou (Event Manager, FMRS Cyprus)

Presentation: Are the Cypriot youth being overtaxed?
16:50 – 17:05

Alexander Apostolides (Chair of the Depart of Accounting,
Economics and Finance at European University of Cyprus)

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
17:05 – 18:00

Moderator: Anna Kotsaki
Keynote speaker: Dan Mitchell (Senior fellow at CATO Institute)
Panelists:
Jamie Bologna (Research Fellow, Free Market Institute)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Stella C. Koukounis (Advocate – Managing Partner, Solsidus Law)

18:00 – 18:10

Questions & Answers

Panel 2 – Troubled Times in a Divided World
18:10 – 18:50

Keynote speaker: Leszek Balcerowicz (Professor at Warsaw
School of Economics and Board Chairman of The Civil
Development Forum Foundation)
Panelists:
Carlyle Rogers (Owner, Staﬀord Group of Companies)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
“Lessons from reforms after socialism – best praxis from Poland”
by Ewa Balcerowicz (Chairwoman of the Supervisory Council,
CASE – Center for Social and Economic Research)

18:50 – 19:00

Questions & Answers

19:00 – 19:10

Closing Remarks

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited Nicosia (Cyprus) for
the second time in a row. We partnered with the Youth
Business Network and the University of Cyprus. The event
gathered a majority of young people who were interested
in the message of free market economy and open society.
Therefore, the talk by Alexandros Apostolides (Chair of the
Depart of Accounting, Economics and Finance at European
University of Cyprus) gathered a lot of attention.
Mr. Apostolides talked about the Cypriot youth being
overtaxed. He argued that Cyprus citizens have the general
tendency to see the state as a provider. Nonetheless, the
Cypriot state has failed them – both as a provider and as
regulator. “If the youth properly understood the burden of
debt and taxation on them they would demand a smaller
state to save themselves from paying the mistakes of
others.”
The young economist illustrated this with two examples.
Firstly, Cypriots are one of the most heavily indebted
people in Europe – according to the Government Debt to
GDP ratio. As a matter of fact, Cyprus comes third after
Portugal and Italy. Secondly, the level of private debt to
GDP is too high. “With 350 per cent of private debt over
GDP we are in a debt trap,” he explained.
“To Reduce the debt of Cyprus to sixty per cent of GDP
– with the current growth rates- the main burden of
taxation will fall on this generation. The youth was not part
of the decision making that led to this level of debt. So,
why should they shoulder the burden?”
Mr. Apostolides recommended a course of action for the
youth of Cyprus, so they can avoid to pay for the mistakes
of previous generations. According to him, the youth
should:
• Demand a smaller government and thus a smaller tax
burden
• Resist demands for compensation of those who where
bailed in the banking crisis of 2013
• Understand the government is a bad solution to their
problems, and demand less government in their day to
day life
• Demand a fairer distribution of the tax burden, by
making the government have surpluses now.

Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)

The Free Market Road Show Nicosia is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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NICOSIA

Quotations:
“If the youth properly understood the burden of debt
and taxation on them they would demand a smaller state
to save themselves from paying the mistakes of others.”
(Alexandros Apostolides)
“To Reduce the debt of Cyprus to sixty per cent of
GDP – with the current growth rates- the main burden
of taxation will fall on this generation. The youth was not
part of the decision making that led to this level of debt.
So, why should they shoulder the burden?” (Alexandros
Apostolides)

Ewa Balcerowicz, Leszek Balcerwoicz, Carlyle Rogers
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TBILISI

Tbilisi
May 15th
Free University of Tbilisi, Conference Hall 200
240, David Agmashenebeli alley
Tbilisi, 0159 Georgia
Program
11:00 – 12:00

Registration and coﬀee

12:00 – 13:00

Opening and Welcome
Paata Sheshelidze (President, New Economic School – Georgia)
Arad Benkö (Ambassador of Austria)
Antonio Bartoli (Ambassador of Italy) TBC
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Vakhtang Lejava (Rector, Free and Agrarian Universities of Tbilisi)
Peter Bochmann (Director of the South Caucasus Oﬃce of the
Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom) TBC

Panel1- Legacy of Kakha Bendukidze – Georgia’s Achievements
12:30 – 13:45

Moderator: Anastasia Bendukidze (Knowledge Fund)
Keynote speaker: Lado Gurgenidze (Chairman Liberty Bank,
Former Prime-Minister of Georgia)
Panelists:
Kalman Miszei (Professor, Central European University)
Gabriela von Habsburg (Prof., Free University of Georgia; Board
of Directors, Austrian Economics Center)
Vakhtang Lejava (Rector, Free and Agrarian Universities)
Paata Sheshelidze (New Economic School – Georgia)

13:45 – 14:00

Questions & Answers

14:00 – 14:45

Lunch

Panel 2 – Where the world is heading
14:45 – 15:30

Moderator: xxxx
Keynote speaker: James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director
of Policy for the Institute of Directors)
Panelists:
Pierre Garello (Professor, Aix-Marseille University)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Lorenzo Montanari (Property Rights Alliance, Americans for Tax

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The first panel was fully devoted to honor Kakha
Bendukidze’s legacy. The tribute was kickstarted by Lado
Gurgenidze, who was prime minister of Georgia during
the reformist period.
Mr. Gurgenidze explained that “without the arrival
of Kakha Bendukidze at the beginning of the Rose
Revolution, Georgia would be a much less livable country.”
He identified two unique issues of the Georgian reforms.
Firstly, that unlike most reformist governments, Georgia
was not gradual at all. Secondly, the ‘Liberty Act.’ This act is
an organic constitutional law that secures basic economic
freedoms and limits the powers of the government. One
of these limitations consists in the need of a referendum
to raise taxes.
Kalman Miszei praised the Georgian experience. “The
Georgian example should be used. It is a laboratory
of reforms that worked.” He highlighted the ability the
country had to break from the ‘Mafia state.’ The Saakashvili
administration was able to eradicate the culture of
corruption. Shrinking the state and paying decent salaries
to public oﬃcial were fundamental in this task.
When Gabriela von Habsburg took the stage, she
remarked that Kakha Bendukidze should be an example
and a guiding figure for the young.
Vakhtang Lejava told that Mr. Bendukidze thought of
himself as a “pragmatic libertarian.” “He wanted the ideas
to be implemented. He was not into mere ideology.”
Nowadays, the ‘Liberty Act’ is being questioned. “If we
want to preserve Kakha’s legacy, we have to maintain
the ‘Liberty Act.’ Unfortunately, today it is under attack by
certain parts of the political spectrum. I cannot believe
that people do not want to have a say about their taxes.”
Paata Sheshelidze put it very simply: “Kakha is man who
remade Georgia.” “In 2004 he was invited to become
Coordinator of Reforms by the country’s government.
Step by step, he introduced important reforms. From
privatization to unilateral visa liberalization. The same
happened with trade, that was unilaterally liberalized.”
However, Sheshelidze believes that his most important
reform was the intellectual shift towards understanding
the importance of economic freedom.
The panel was closed by Anastasia Bendukidze, Kakha’s
daughter. “My father was a multidimensional person,” she
declared. That is why Mr. Bendukidze did not limit himself
to the work of political reformer.

Reform)
15:30 – 15:45

Questions & Answers

Presentation by the Students for Liberty
15:45 – 16:00

16:15 – 17:00

Closing Remarks
Gia Jandieri (Vice President, New Economic School)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)

The Free Market Road Show Tbilisi is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and
Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“[Bendukidze] was indeed a visionary and the young
must be aware of his ideas and take them into the future.”
(Gabriela von Habsburg)
“[Bendukidze] managed to move the social discourse of
this country. For example, now most people understand
that investment equals economic growth” (Lado
Gurgenidze)
“My father wanted to change the way people perceive
things, like taxation, regulations, and political power.”
(Anastasia Bendukidze)

Paata Sheshelidze, Vakhtang Lejava, Lado Gurgenidze, Gabriela von Habsburg, Kalman Miszei, Anastasia
Bendukidze
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YEREVAN

Yerevan
May 17th
Article 3 Club
26a Tumanyan Str.
Yerevan, Armenia
Program
18:30 – 18:45

Registration

18:45 – 19:00

Opening and Welcome
Raﬃ Elliott (National Coordinator, Students for Liberty in
Armenia)

Panel1- Predicting the World after Brexit and Trump’s economic nationalism
19:00 – 19:50

Moderator: Raﬃ Elliott (National Coordinator, Students for
Liberty in Armenia)
Panelists:
John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist and on-air analyst on the
Fox News Channel)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)

19:50 – 20:00

Questions & Answers

20:00 – 20:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Assessing the Karapetyan Government’s economic & political reforms
20:15 – 21:00

Moderator: Raﬃ Elliott (National Coordinator, Students for
Liberty in Armenia)
Panelists:
Mikael Zolyan
Viktor Yenkibaryan

Panel followed by group discussion

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The Free Market Road, the traveling event that visits forty
five cities in Europe and the Caucasus, made a stop at
Yerevan (Armenia) for the first time. The two main speakers
of the event were the American journalist John Fund and
AEC’s senior fellow Federico N. Fernández. In the case of
the columnist for the National Review, he spoke about the
Trump presidency while Mr. Fernández was asked to give
a special talk about Argentina’s populism. Why? Because
Argentina has one of the largest Armenian communities in
the world. Therefore, there is great interest of Argentinian
aﬀairs in the Caucasian country.
Mr. Fund started his speech saying that there is a big
part of the American population that feels threatened by
globalization and has not been taken into consideration
by mainstream politicians. “Hilary Clinton even called
them ‘deplorables’.” It is this constituency the one ready
for Trump’s populist message.
Regarding Trump’s presidency, Fund explained that
we should “watch what he does, not what he says.” Mr.
Fund’s biggest concern for the next four years is that little
will happen. No reforms or audacious programs will be
implemented – in spite of the rhetoric. “What I fear the
most is that we are going to lose a lot of time. Trump’s
presidency may end up being a lost opportunity. In a word
– my fear is a lost presidency.” Finally, he said that he does
not fear a dictatorship or an all mighty president. “Trump
is getting people exhausted. I am doing this for a living
and I am exhausted.”
Mr. Fernández spoke about what he considered to
be responsible for the decline of Argentina. Namely,
Peronism. “Argentina was a fairly developed country
until 1946, when Perón got into power.” According to
Fernández, the reason Peronism has lasted so long is
because Perón was able to create a populist myth. “Perón
inherited a very rich country. In fact, he even claimed that
the central bank had so much gold that you could not walk
into many of its rooms. With this money, Perón started
a populist party that lasted five years. That is how he
created the myth.” Finally, Fernández used the following
metaphor: “In 1945 Japan was bombed with two nuclear
devices but it could overcome that. In 1946 Argentina was
‘bombed’ with Perón and Evita and it has not yet been
able to overcome that.”

The Free Market Road Show Yerevan is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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YEREVAN

Quotations:
“What I fear the most is that we are going to lose a
lot of time. Trump’s presidency may end up being a lost
opportunity. In a word – my fear is a lost presidency.” (John
Fund)
“In 1945 Japan was bombed with two nuclear devices
but it could overcome that. In 1946 Argentina was
‘bombed’ with Perón and Evita and it has not yet been
able to overcome that.” (Federico Fernández)

John Fund

Viktor Yenkibaryan, Raﬃ Elliott, Mikael Zolyan
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BATUMI

Batumi
May 17th
Rustaveli State University
35/32 Ninoshvili/Rustaveli str.
Batumi, 6010 Georgia
Program
10:30 – 11:00

Registration and coﬀee

11:00 – 11:15

Opening and Welcome
Paata Sheshelidze (President, New Economic School – Georgia)
Rostom Beridze (Dean, Tourism Faculty, Shota Rustaveli State
University)

Panel1- Global Economic Trends
11:15 – 12:00

Recap:
The Free Market Road Show visited Batumi for the second
time. The event was organized by our partner, the New
Economic School Georgia.
Paata Sheshelidze started with an overview of presentday Georgia. Georgia is still today one of the lowest
taxes countries in the world. Most developments in the
country are due to Kakha Bendukidze, a former minister
Economics. In 2004 he was invited to become Coordinator
of Reforms by the country’s government. Step by step,
he introduced important reforms. From privatization to
unilateral visa liberalization. The same happened with
trade, that was unilaterally liberalized.
The ‘Liberty Act’ is a great tool to maintain the reforms.
The government can only increase taxes via referendum
(but they can reduce them without using a referendum).
His most important reform was the intellectual shift
towards understanding the importance of economic
freedom.

Panelists:
James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director of Policy, Institute
of Directors)
Lorenzo Montanari (Executive Director of Property Rights
Alliance (PRA))

12:00 – 12:15

Questions & Answers

12:15 – 12:45

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Georgia and its Partners
12:45 – 13:45

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Panelists:
Mikail Develioglu (Commercial Attaché of the Republic Turkey in

During the second panel. James Sproule expressed himself
clearly in favor of trade as it underpins economic success
in the long run. The problem is that there are always
protectionist temptations. The gains are widespread and
the losses very concentrated. The “losers” of free trade
can fight back.
However, if you grow rapidly you can generate enough
support for free trade. However, smaller companies need
the rule of law. Without it, they cannot survive.
The problem of the UK and EU was not trade. Britain
wants a free trade agreement with the EU.

Batumi, Georgia)
Paata Sheshelidze (President and a Founder, New Economic
School, Georgia)

Presentation: European Movement of Students for Liberty
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13:35 – 13:45

Questions & Answers

13:45 – 14:00

Closing Remarks

The event was closed with a presentation of the
engagement of the Students for Liberty.

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

BATUMI

Organization team in Batumi

James Sproule
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KYIV

Kyiv
May 18th
Conference Hall
Khreschatyk St, 7/11
Kyiv, 01001 Ukraine
Program
9:30 – 10:00

Registration

10:00 – 10:45

Speed networking session
Moderator: Yuliya Tychkivska (Co-founder of BFMC)
Participants: СES, Case Ukraine, EasyBusiness, Reed, Austrian
Economics Center, European/Ukrainian Students for Liberty,
FNF, KSE, Osvitoria, WNISEF, Нова країна, VoxConnector

10:45 – 11:10

Opening and Welcome
Florian Kohlfürst (Representative of the Austrian Ambassador to
Ukraine)
Miriam Kosmel (Friedrich Naumann Foundation)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)

Panel1- 5 Big Ideas for the Better Ukraine
11:10 – 12:30

Moderator: Volodymyr Fedoryn (Director of BFMC)
Panelists:
Marian Zablotskyy (Wiki-Permit)
Hlib Vyshlinsky (Free movement of capital)
Dmytro Boyarchuk (Reverse mortgages)
Yuliya Tychkivska (Education reform)
Olexiy Mushak (Land reform)

12:30 – 12:40

Questions & Answers

12:40 – 14:00

Lunch

Hard talk. How can business help Ukraine on its way to more economic freedom?
14:00 – 14:40

Participants:
Nataliya Mykolska, Viacheslav Klymov, Yuriy Kosyuk

Panel 2 – Ukrainian Culture ans the Idea of Freedom
14:40 – 15:45

Moderator: Tetyana Danylenko (TV Anchor)
Panelists:
Andrij Bondar (Writer)
Serhiy Proskurniam (Producer)
Mykola Yakovyna (Artist and architect)
Olexiy Nikitin (Novelist)
Oleksandr Irvanets (Writer)

15:45 – 16:00

Questions & Answers

16:00 – 16:20

Coﬀee Break

16:20 – 16:40

Keynote speech

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The first idea discussed was the utilization of a wikipermit for the agricultural session proposed by Marian
Zablotskyy, who wants to eliminate the permissions and
red tape that burden land owners in Ukraine.
Hilb Vyshlinky thinks that Ukrainians have suﬀered
enough from bureaucracy and that “there should be clear
principles for capital flows.”
Dmytro Boyarchuk discussed the pension problem, in
Ukraine 69 dollars on average. Nonetheless, these low
pensions cost the taxpayers a lot of money, because the
pension fund has a deficit of fifty per cent. Even in this
context, many politicians are promising five hundred
euros pensions which is either fantasy or irresponsibility.
But he claimed that using a system of reverse mortgages
may help retirees with a supplementary income. How do
reverse mortgages work? They allow elder citizens to get
the home equity they have built up in the present, and defer
payment of the loan usually until they die. Mr. Boyarchuk
acknowledged however, that reverse mortgages are “a
tool for the future, when inflation is below 5 per cent.”
Olexiy Mushak, in turn, talked about land reform. In January
2001 a “temporary” ban on sell of land was introduced by
the Parliament. It is still in eﬀect today. Mr. Mushak said
that although there is a land moratorium, land is being
sold. But he emphasized that “the main reason for land
reform has to do with our worldview. We have to defend
private ownership and respect it. The situation today is
similar to the one of the slaves in the 19th century. People
have the land, they work on it, but they do not own it.” The
moratorium violates the Constitution – since citizens are
not allowed to make use of their property.
Yuliya Tychkivska proposed the elimination of state
diplomas. “We have to abolish state diplomas. These
diplomas should stem from the universities. This will
foster competition in higher education.”
Finally Ivan Myklos tried to give a general picture with
Ukraine in focus. He claimed that classical liberal values
need to be protected. Mr. Myklos expressed that “Ukraine
does not have the clear perspective that European Union
accession gave to other countries.” And on top of this,
there is the Russian aggression. But he thinks this should
be used as an incentive and not as an excuse. “There is
no exception to this rule: from a poor country to a rich
country, the only way is free market economics. Even
Sweden is an example of this principle.”

Ivan Miklos (Prominent Slovak reformer)
Panel 3 – World After Brexit and Trump
16:40 – 17:40

Moderator: Federico Fernández (Austrian Economics Center)
Panelists:
John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist, analyst Fox News Channel)
Richard Rahn (Improbable Success Productions, Institute for
Global Economic Growth)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom)

17:20 – 17:40
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Michael Jäger (Taxpayers Association of Europe)

The Free Market Road Show Kyiv is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and

Alfred F. Praus (Entrepreneur, Ukrainian-Austrian Association)

Reformists in Europe.

James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director of Policy)

The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views

Closing Remarks

expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The

Oleksandr Danylyuk (the Minister of Finance of Ukraine)

European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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KYIV

Quotations:
“For more than thirty years this Berlin Wall has existed.
We cannot reimburse people in cash. So, for instance,
when a representative of the European Union comes
we have to ask for his bank account. We have a financial
Berlin Wall.” (Hilb Vyshlinky)
“There is this romantic idea about land. This is that
we have shred blood for the land and therefore cannot
be treated as other commodity or product. We have to
take away the notion that we cannot sell the land. It is a
mental block. This will be a push for fighting for the other
economic freedoms.” (Olexiy Mushak)

Federico Fernández, Michael Jäger, Daniel Kaddik,
Alfred Praus, Richard Rahn, John Fund

Nataliya Mykolska, Oleksandra Alkhimovych, Yuriy
Kosyuk, Vyacheslav Klymov
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LVIV

Lviv
May 19th
Potocki Palace
Kopernika str., 15
Lviv, Ukraine
Program
11:00 – 11:30

Registration

11:30 – 11:40

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Markiian Malskyi
Tetiana Bei

Panel1- A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
11:40 – 12:45

Moderator: Alfred F. Praus (Ukrainian-Austrian Association)
Keynote speaker: John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist and onair analyst on the Fox News Channel)
Panelists:
Markiian Malskyi
Denys Shmyhal
Andrii Ionov
Richard Rahn (Chairman of Improbable Success Productions and
the Institute for Global Economic Growth)
James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director of Policy)

12:45 – 12:55

Questions & Answers

12:55 – 13:10

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Decentralization versus Regionalization: Prospects for Ukraine
13:10 – 14:15

Moderator: Taras Vozniak
Keynote speaker: Roman Bezsmertnyi
Panelists:
Dmytro Shymkiv
Petro Stetsiuk
Yurii Hanushchak
Anatoliy Tkaczuk

14:15 – 14:25

Questions & Answers

14:25 – 14:40

Coﬀee Break

Panel 3 – Democracy in Ukraine: Boundaries of a Hybrid Society
14:40 – 15:40

Moderator: Anatolii Romaniuk
Keynote speaker: Mustafa Naiiem

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
We visited Lviv for the first time and the event was
spectacular, with two hundred attendees, several panels,
media coverage, and a beautiful venue. In this Ukrainian
city, the Austrian Economics Center partnered with the
Kribble Foundation.
John Fund said that it has been twenty five years since
Ukraine got its independence. There are still a lot of
challenges that have to be overcome. He appealed to
young people in the audience. “The young people have
to stand up and tell the adults that it is time to grow up.
Twenty five years is enough.” Regarding Russia, he said
that “success is the best revenge. A strong economy
means a strong defense.”
The economist Richard Rahn focused on the good
examples Ukraine could follow. He mentioned the cases
of Estonia, Chile, and Switzerland. All these, by the way, are
documented by the films made by Improbable Success
Productions.
In the case of Estonia, Mr. Rahn celebrated that the
Baltic country went to e-government. “This dramatically
reduces the opportunities for corruption.” He also
praised the drastic changes made in Chile – such as the
pension reform led by José Pinera. About Switzerland, he
claimed that this country “has the best political system.
People manage their own lives. So nobody knows who the
president is. It is an irrelevant figure.”
The virtues of trade were explained by the British
economist James Sproule. He thinks the way to gain strong
popular support for trade opening is the rapid growth
this can generate. He also underlined the importance of
the rule of law. “Smaller companies need the rule of law.
Without it, they cannot survive.”
Here, Denys Shmihal made his most interesting
contribution. Although Ukraine is on the way to economic
integration with the European Union and exports are
growing by twenty five per cent, these opportunities are
not for all companies. Small ones are not yet included.
The panel was closed by Daniel Kaddik. He brought to
the audience’s attention the example of Taiwan. “It is a
country that exposed itself to the world.
Today is a great producer.” “Countries are
not islands,” Kaddik said.
The event was closed by a magnificent
presentation about Ludwig von Mises given
by Manfred Moschner. Lviv is the city in
which Mises was born.

Panelists:
Iryna Bekeshkina
Serhii Datsiuk
Kostj Bondarenko
15:40 – 15:50

Questions & Answers

Special lecture on Ludwig von Mises
15:50 – 16:30

Manfred Moschner
Questions & Answers

16:30 – 17:00

Closing Remarks

The Free Market Road Show Lviv is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and

Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)

Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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LVIV

Quotations:
“Although the United Kingdom is an actual island. The
solution is not to isolate yourself.” (Daniel Kaddik)
“Trade underpins economic success in the long run.
The problem is that there are always protectionist
temptations. The gains are widespread and the losses
very concentrated. The ‘losers’ of free trade can fight
back.” (James Sproule)

John Fund, Alfred Praus, Richard Rahn, James Sproule,
Denys Shmyhal, Markiian Malksyi, Daniel Kaddik

speakers and organizers
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VILNIUS

Vilnius
May 20th
ISM University of Management and Economics,
Room 310
Arklių str. 18 Vilnius, 01129 Lithuania
Program
13:45 – 14:00

Registration

14:00 – 14:15

Opening and Welcome
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Gabriele Pauliukaite (The Director of Vilnius SFL)

Opening Speech
14:15 – 14:30

Mark Adam Harold (City Councillor, Vilnius Municipality)

Keynote Speech 1 – The first hundred days of President Trump
14:30 – 14:50

John Fund (National Aﬀairs columnist and on-air analyst on the
Fox News Channel)

Panel 1- The End of the Free Trade Era? Companies’ Silence in the Face of Rising
Uncertainty
14:50 – 16:00

Moderator: Donatas Staneika
Panelists:
Vytautas Žukauskas (Lithuanian Free Market Institute)
Povilas Stankevičius (Analyst, DNB)
Richard Teather (Bournemouth University, Adam Smith Institute)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Vaidotas Rūkas (Asset management group Invalda INVL)

16:00 – 16:30

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – Sharing economy – the impact of new trade era
14:50 – 16:00

Moderator: Donatas Staneika
Panelists:
James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director of Policy)
Federico Fernández (Senior Fellow, Austrian Economics Center)
Richard Rahn (Chairman of Improbable Success Productions and
the Institute for Global Economic Growth
Rūta Vainienė (Lithuanian economist)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom)

17:30 – 17:40

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The man of the hour was the American journalist John
Fund, who gave a very interesting speech on the state
of democracy at both sides of the Atlantic ocean. “The
European Union has a democratic deficit,” he boldly
claimed and went on, “whenever people have been asked
about the European Union extension, they tended to say
‘No’.” Mr. Fund maintained that the EU should go back to
the principles of subsidiarity and free trade. The so-called
Four Freedoms. “These principles have nothing to do with
the all powerful bureaucrats we find today in Brussels or
the extreme ideas such as the need for a European army.”
Mr. Fund described where the foundations for the Trump
victory laid. A weak economy that did not create real
growth for workers who go from paycheck to paycheck.
“In the United States zero interest rate policies meant that
people with capital and stocks benefited but wage earners
were severely hit. People are definitely more insecure
and sometimes even worse oﬀ.” This created a big group
within the population who was ready for a message such
as Trump’s. He described the last presidential election
as highly polarized and explained which was the key to
Trump’s victory. “Eighteen per cent of the voters literally
‘hated’ both candidates. But Trump was able to win those
voters 65 to 35 per cent. In an election so polarized, this
fact decided the election.” On Putin and Russia Mr. Fund
said that president Trump is no ‘useful idiot.’ However,
he claimed that “the Russians tried to intervene in our
elections and Trump may have had hired questionable
people.”
During the panel devoted to free trade and the European
economy, Vitautas Zukauskas criticized the view on trade
of the American president. “Mr. Trump has a zero sum
game of trade. That is not the way free trade works.” He
also bashed current trends in the European Union. “It is
a silly idea that we need the same rules in order to trade.
The idea of harmonization is very dangerous.”
“Free trade does not mean we have to harmonize taxes
and rules.” In this sense, Prof. Richard Teather added that
he suspects “that Trump’s protectionism is more free trade
than EU’s free trade. However, from protectionist policies
American citizens are the ones who will suﬀer the most.”
Finally, Barbara Kolm, the Director of the Free Market
Road Show, asked why the European Union has taken the
task of supranational redistribution. “That is totally against
what the EU is supposed to be,” she warned.

Closing Remarks
Ramūnas Vilpišauskas (Director of the Institute of International
Relations and Political Science, Vilnius University)

The Free Market Road Show Vilnius is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and
Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
““In the United States zero interest rate policies meant
that people with capital and stocks benefitted but wage
earners were severely hit. People are definitely more
insecure and sometimes even worse oﬀ.” (John Fund)
“It is a silly idea that we need the same rules in order
to trade. The idea of harmonization is very dangerous.”
(Vitautas Zukauskas)

John Fund

Richard Rahn, Rūta Vainienė, Federico Fernández,
Daniel Kaddik, James Sproule, Donatas Staneika

Vaidotas Rukas, Barbara Kolm, Povilas Stankevicius,
Vytautas Zukauskas, Richard Teather
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WARSAW

Warsaw
May 22nd
Lazarski University, Auditorium 38
Świeradowska 43
Warsaw, 02-662 Poland
Program
9:00 – 9:30

Registration and Welcome Coﬀee

9:30 – 9:45

Opening and Introductory Remarks
Mieczyslaw Blonski (Dean of Law Department, Uczelnia
Lazarskiego)
Agata Stremecka (President, Civil Development Forum – FOR)

Panel1- Troubled Times in a Divided World: Future of Europe after Brexit
09:45 – 11:00

Moderator: Marek Tatala (Vice-President at Civil Development
Forum – FOR)
Panelists:
Richard Teather (Bournemouth University, Adam Smith Institute)
Barbara Kolm (F.A. v. Hayek Institute, Austrian Economics Center)
Mikołaj Barczentewicz (DPhil candidate in the Faculty of Law at
the University of Oxford)
Spasimir Domaradzki (Political Scientist, Lazarski University)
Daniel Kaddik (Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom)

11:00 – 11:15

Coﬀee Break

Keynote Speech
11:15 – 12:00

Leszek Balcerowicz (Professor at Warsaw School of Economics
and Board Chairman of The Civil Development Forum
Foundation) – Economic Growth Prospects of Poland
Questions & Answers

12:00 – 12:15

Coﬀee Break

Panel 2 – A Major Economic Reconfiguration: The End of the Free Trade Era?
12:15 – 13:30

Moderator: Marcel Lesik (Koliber Association)
Panelists:
James Sproule (Chief Economist and Director of Policy)
Marcin Chmielowski (Vice-President at Freedom and
Entrepreneurship Foundation)
Bogna Gawrońska-Nowak (Dean of Economics and Management

Free Market Road Show® / 2017-Report

Recap:
The FMRS made its annual visit to the city of Warsaw.
Our historical partner has been the Civil Development
Forum and this year we added the Lazarski University.
The issue of Brexit took preeminence in the discussion.
Prof. Richard Teather presented his view on the matter.
“I supported Brexit. But many people claim that the EU
is a liberalizing force.” So, why leave then? Mr. Teather
concedes that the European Union has done good things
– particularly after the war. “It was good in the 1950s. But
that does not mean that is good now. Many things have
changed. Geography does not matter that much.” He
aimed at the fortress mentality that seems to guide the
EU approach towards trade. “They do not want to deal
with the rest of the world. See how they negotiated TTIP
or CETA. They are not looking for new opportunities. They
have a restrictive and inward looking idea.” This timorous
attitude is also reflected in their view on jobs. “Rather than
expand and create new jobs,”
claimed Mr. Teather, “a lot
of EU regulations are about
protecting the existing jobs.”
He described the Brexit
campaign as divided in three
camps. It was, of course,
the “remain” side that lost.
But the leave campaign was
split. There were those who
opposed the EU because they
wanted more free trade and
less regulations, and those
who Teather defined as “Little
England types.”
Leszek Balcerowicz
Teather expressed his belief
that the Brexit transitional
problems are greatly exaggerated and he remarked that
whatever deal is arranged, “the UK is definitely leaving.”
Daniel Kaddik presented the opposite view. He believes
that it is in fact the “little England” who won the referendum.
“It will not be ‘great’ Britain.” He criticized both the tone and
the spirit of the Brexit campaign. “It was not a push for EU
reform, it was a nationalist campaign.” Asked about how
the EU-UK divorce would go, Kaddik replied that “the key
to a civilized divorce is respect. Unfortunately, there is no
respect in none of the parts. After a divorce, you change.
The European Union has to change, cut the power of the
Commission, for instance.”

Faculty, Lazarski University)
Aleksander Łaszek (Chief Economist at Civil Development Forum)

The Free Market Road Show Warsaw is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views
expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The
European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Quotations:
“Which side wins the post-Brexit debate will define the
future. I believe England can become an example of free
trade.” (Richard Teather)
“[Brexit] is a consequence of the mantra of the ‘ever
closer Union’.” (Spasimir Domaradzki)

Marek Tatala, Spasimir Domaradzki, Mikołaj
Barczentewicz, Daniel Kaddik, Richard Teather,
Barbara Kolm

Marcel Lesik, James Sproule, Marcin Chmielowski,
Bogna Gawrońska-Nowak, Aleksander Łaszek
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MUNICH

Munich
May 23rd
Hotel Bayerischer Hof
Promenadeplatz 6
Munich, 80333 Germany
Program
The event was held in German.
17:30

Registration

Einführung
Rolf von Hohenhau (Präsident des Bundes der Steuerzahler in
Bayern e.V. und Präsident des Bundes der Steuerzahler Europa)

Brexit, Amerika nach und Deutschland vor der Wahl - was jetzt?
Referenten:
Franz Josef Pschierer (Staatssekretär im Bayerischen
Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft und Medien, Energie und
Technologie)
Vladimir Vano (Chefökonom von Sberbank)
John Butler (Vizepräsident, Goldmoney)

Schlusswort
Richard Zundritsch

Im Anschluss an die Vorträge bietet sich Gelegenheit zur Diskussion.
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Recap:
“I am an enthusiastic European. Even though we, as a
league of taxpayers, are very critical on some developments
in Europe, we are convinced that none of our countries
can compete internationally on its own.” started Rolf von
Hohenhau. “That’s why we have to work together. The
only question is how we do it”, von Hohenhau posed the
core question of European integration. Europe must be
readjusted and made fit for the future.
The eﬀects of Brexit are still not predictable and the future
position of Great Britain with in the European Market is
completely open. “There is a risk that it will be expensive
for both parties.” said Franz Josef Pschierer. A hard Brexit
does not serve anyone. Britain’s economic power today
is as great as that of the 17 smaller EU member states
together. “It is important to me that there are no new
barriers to trade.” A quick and good conclusion might
perhaps prevent other countries from taking the same
path as the UK.
“Depending on how it is ultimately designed, the Brexit
oﬀers not only an opportunity for Great Britain but also
for the whole of Europe. John Butler: “We should now reexamine the basic questions: what is the EU at all? What is
the aim of the Union? What are the priorities? Do we really
have to harmonize everything?”
From the point of view of Pschierer and von Hohenhau,
Brussels has to focus on key issues. Examples include
common strategies in foreign and security policy as well
as in foreign trade. Citizens must be able to recognize that
Brussels is concerned with the essentials and does not
want to interfere with its everyday interests.
Mr. Butler argued for a healthy competition between the
European nations. In the EU, on the other hand, there is no
longer any competition between the individual countries
in the already harmonized areas. “We must maintain
tax competition between the European countries in all
circumstances,” agreed von Hohenhau.
The speakers were very critical about the current policy of
central banks printing money on a large scale and pumping
it into the markets. In view of the high national debt of
many states and the critical situation of many banks, one
would have to assume that this monetary policy remains
until further notice. “Capitalism cannot work without
good, stable money,” the economist put his finger into
the wound - and pleaded for the return to a money that
cannot be printed and is diﬃcult to manipulate: gold.
“That’s why I’m not so pessimistic about Trump,” Butler
said. “At least some of the President’s team are discussing
whether the US is likely to return to a gold standard.”
Pschierer added that the tax reform announced by Trump
to reduce corporate taxes, could also have a positive
eﬀect on Bavarian companies investing in the US.
Regarding the competitiveness of the EU, fairness and
equal opportunities are essential in a free market for Vano.
He sees the recent emergence of political extremism as a
serious and perhaps last warning that it is time for political
reforms to make the EU more competitive and strengthen
the entrepreneurial sector. “The world and the global
economy have dramatically changed in recent decades.
The best answer to this development is the free market
which has the ability to quickly adapt to changes.

MUNICH
Photo by Johannes Maruschzik TAE

Quotations:
“Capitalism or market economy cannot function without
competition” (John butler)
“Historically, politics has been mostly determined by
economy. In my opinion, economic necessity will also
shape the policy of the new US president,” (Vladimir Vano)
“The world and the global economy have dramatically
changed in recent decades. The best answer to this
development is the concept of the free market which has
the ability to quickly adapt to changes.” (Vladimir Vano)
“We cannot have any interest in revenge on the part
of the EU or cherry picking on the part of the United
Kingdom.” (Franz Josef Pschierer)

John Butler, Vladimir Vano, Rolf von Hohenhau, Franz
Pschierer, Michael Jäger,Richard Zundritsch

Photo by Johannes Maruschzik TAE
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ACRE
Alliance of Conservatives
and Reformists in Europe
In our anniversary year of the Free Market Road Show we welcome a new member in our family: the Alliance of
Conservatives and Reformists in Europe.
ACRE is the fastest-growing political force in Europe. Founded in 2010, it is now the third largest European political
movement. The Alliance is engaged in promoting centre-right values beyond Europe, especially in North Africa and the
former USSR and also keeps contact with the chief conservative parties in the English-speaking world.
With this background, the Alliance was naturally interested in cooperating with the Free Market Road Show and has been
present at 14 stops: London, Reykjavik, Stockholm, Brussels, Vilnius, Thessaloniki, Larisa, Athens, Tbilisi, Yerevan, Kyiv,
Lviv, Warsaw, and Nicosia.
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Vilnius

Kyiv

Larisa

Nicosia

ACRE
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London

Athens

Brussels

Stockholm

Yerevan

Lviv

Tbilisi

Rejkjavik

Thessaloniki

Warsaw

The Free Market Road Show Brussels is a joint initiative with the Alliance of Conservatives and Reformists in Europe.
The ACRE is recognised and partially funded by the European Parliament. The views expressed in this report do not
necessarily reflect those of the European Parliament. The European Parliament cannot be held liable.
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Ayn Rand Institute
Cooperation

We are very proud that the Ayn Rand Institute Europe (ARI Europe) again joined our forces and became an International
Partner of the Free Market Road Show this year.
A set of books and brochures published by the Ayn Rand Institute was displayed at six FMRS stops: Thessaloniki (Greece),
Vilnius (Lithuania), Lviv and Kiev (Ukraine), Tbilisi (Georgia), and Warsaw (Poland). These book exhibitions were assisted
and organized by our local partners and supported by the AEC staﬀ (both in Vienna and abroad).
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Book Table Kyiv

Book Table Tuzla

Book Table Vienna

Book Table Thessaloniki
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KRIEBLE FOUNDATION

Krieble Foundation

The Krieble Foundation has been our partner for a very long time, and we are very delighted to have them on board
again for the 10th anniversary of the Road Show. This year the Krieble Foundation helped us organizing the stops in
Ukraine, especially Lviv which the FMRS visited for the first time.
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Free Market Road Show
Spin oﬀ lectures
Lecture under the auspices of the Free Market Road Show
The Moral Basis of Capitalism
Professor Andrew Bernstein
Date: April 25th 19:30
Venue: American University in Bulgaria, Delchev Auditorium, BAC

Cultural stagnation and collapse are thereby assured.

The Moral Basis of Capitalism: This talk opened by doing
what is rarely done in political discourse: It provided rigorous
definitions of such key concepts as “capitalism,” socialism,”
and “mixed economy.” On this foundation, it showed that
capitalism, the system of individual rights, protects an
individual’s right to his own life and, consequently, to his own
mind. Because of this, it liberates human brain power to make
life-giving advances in every field. Numerous examples were
provided from America’s freest period, the late-19th century,
the period Prof. Bernstein dubbed, in his book, “The Capitalist
Manifesto,” the “Inventive Period.” Under full socialism,
conversely, a person’s life is socialized; it belongs not to him
but to society. It stands to reason that if his life belongs to the
state, so does his mind—and the only “thinking” an individual
can do is that permitted by the state; all else is banned.

The lecture was attended by students and professors alike. There was a lively Q&A session at the end.
This talk was based on material from Andrew Bernstein. “The Capitalist Manifesto: The Historic, Economic, and Philosophic
Case for Laissez-Faire” [University Press of America, 2005].
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FREE MARKET NEWSLETTER

Free Market Newsletter
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FREE MARKET VIDEOS
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Free Market Videos
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FREE MARKET VIDEOS

http://freemarket-rs.com/
photos/
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Free Market Videos
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http://freemarket-rs.com/fmrs-2017-bucharest-videos/

http://freemarket-rs.com/fmrs-2017-gijon-videos/

http://freemarket-rs.com/fmrs-2017-budapest-videos/

http://freemarket-rs.com/fmrs-2017-vienna-videos/
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FREE MARKET DOCUMENTARY

Free Market Documentary

We thank our video artists Ignasi Bolto and Peter Hackl for their documentation during the Road Show and their fantastic
videos which are published on the FMRS website. They also produced an interview with Barbara Kolm about the Free
Market Road Show.
The Biggest Libertarian Event in the World : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyVKG50G54g
The FMRS and young people:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ntxrzh77t6w
10 years of FMRS complete interview:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPAYKPs2ynE
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The Free Market
Diaries
For the 2017 edition of the Road Show, the Free Market Diaries changed their design and aesthetics. Federico N.
Fernández, the Senior Fellow of the Austrian Economics Center, continued with his FMRS blog telling some of the most
intense moments of the FMRS in an aﬀable and modern way.
During the 2017 edition of the Road Show Mr. Fernández mixed travel personal recollections with op-ed like posts on
topics such as populism and the sharing economy.
One of the best well received talks Fernández gave was in Larissa – where he spoke about the failure of the populist
government of Alexis Tsipras. Below you can find a post that summarizes why Mr. Fernández believes Greece faces a
great opportunity to move forward.
The “Free Market Diaries” can be found on
https://medium.com/@FreeMarketDiaries
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THE FREE MARKET DIARIES
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Press Response
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https://studentlife.com.cy/2017/05/02/41ͲlogiͲgiaͲnaͲsymmetaschisͲstoͲfreeͲmarketͲroadͲshowͲstisͲ
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Feedback

„It was our pleasure to be part of the FMRS again and specially if this is the tenth
anniversary!
Thank you and all the great people at AEC, you were very kind and helpful with us before
and after the event so we would be very happy to be part of the road show next year.“
Bernardo Sagastume, Gran Canaria

„It was also an enormous pleasure for me to participate in the FMRS this year. I am grateful
for your invitation and I happily accept your proposal to join as panelist next year. I am also
looking forward to our future cooperation.“
Spasimir Domaradzki, Warsaw

“It a great pleasure for me to know that your team
enjoyed the event from
Iasi. My aim is to make FMRS Iasi one of the most
interesting FMRS in
Europe and my city the most important ”centers” of
liberalism in Romania!”

Es war auch mir eine Freude an der FMRS
teilgenommen zu haben und hoﬀentlich ein wenig
zu deren Erfolg beigetragen zu haben. Immer
wieder gerne.
Markus Fichtinger, Vienna

Gabriel Mursa, Iasi
“You have developed an impressive program and I very much appreciate
the opportunity to have participated. It was a pleasure to get to know
you better and realize how important you are to the Austrian Economics
and free-market movement and how well known you are in Europe, and
beyond.”
Dwight R. Lee, Dallas

“The eﬀort of work and time of the whole group has
been rewarded by the result obtained this year in
the FMRS in Seville. Thank you for the trust placed
in us and the attention you have. We look forward to
continuing to maintain this relationship.”
Pilar Martinez, Seville

„And please send my regards to Ms Kolm for the
Austrian Center’s support of this very successful
initiative; it was my pleasure to take part in the event
in Seville this year (which, by the way, enjoyed very
enthusiastic and helpful local organisers!).”
Dr Juan Castaneda, Seville
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“Herzliche Gratulation zu Ihrer erfolgreichen Veranstaltungsreihe und
weiterhin viel Erfolg. Ich fand die Vorträge sehr interessant.”
Bernadette Klösch, Brüssel
„Thank you all very much for a great event and for your warm
hospitality! It was truly incredible! Looking forward to continued
partnership.“
Jared Parks, Washington
“Es war mir eine Freude, neuerlich mit Ihnen zusammenzuarbeiten. Zu der spannenden
Gruppe, die Sie in Kopenhagen (und natürlich auch vielen anderen Städten) zusammenbringen
konnten, gratuliere ich Ihnen.”
Dr. Ernst-Peter Brezovszky, Austrian Ambassador in Denmark, Copenhagen

„It was great to be part of your successful
event!“

„Good events, good fun, a good group of people,
and very well organised. Thank you for inviting me
along.“

Kari Aina Eik, OIER

Richard Teather, Bornemouth

“Many thanks for this and all the other many graces you have extended to me on behalf of the
Austrian Economics Center…
You and your staﬀ did a MAGNIFICENT job in making us comfortable and for providing wonderful
arrangements to get us to and from all the events…
BTW, both of the drivers did a splendid job and were very nice people…
Bestest to you and all the team there in Vienna,”
Dr. Christopher Lingle
Please receive our compliments for this year‘s amazing FMRS Tour and
the sincere appreciation of the trust you‘ve put in me personally, SSST
and our whole Team.
We hope to continue our friendship and cooperation and grow bigger
and better with every year and each new event.

“I just wanted to let you know what an
enjoyable intellectual-social experience it
was traveling and lecturing with you guys
all week. You are right: It was exhilarating!
I look forward to doing it again.”

Lejla Selmanović, Sarajevo

It was a great week fighting for freedom
in Moldova, Romania, and Bulgaria. Even
though I am now back in the good ‘ole US
of A, I hope to work with you and the FMRS
again in the future.

“It was a great pleasure to have you in Iasi.
I was honored to be speaker to FMRS.
Thank you for this opportunity.”
Marius Alexa, Iasi

Andrew Bernstein, New York

„I apologize for the delay in expressing our appreciation for involving TICLS, and GAAEC, in
the 2017 FMRS. It was a very interesting and thought stimulating event.
I hope we will continue joint activities and sharing the ideas further.
Prof. Dr. Aliki Mitsakos, M.D., Ph.D., Athens
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